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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The intent of this pncticuni was to impIement the modei of Ernotionaiiy Focused 

Therapy for Couples (Johnson; 1996, Johnson & Greenberg, 1989) as a clinicai 

intervention with couples tvhere the femaie parmer has experienced childhood sexual 

abuse and to evaluate the effectiveness of the intervention on their intimate relationships. 

intirnate relationships require that individuais have trust, communication, a willingness to 

meet each other's needs, negotiate conflict, baiance issues of power and control, and 

maintain physicai and emotional contact. These aspects are potentiaily threatening for 

tvornen who have experienced childhood semal abuse and have difficulty in their 

intimate couple relationships. Herman (199%) describes the impact of chiIdhood sexuai 

abuse as a violation of human connection. Trauma intensifies our need for safe 

connection and at the same tirne undermines our ability to create and maintain such 

relationships. Therefore, couples therapy has the ability to create safe healing 

relationships. The capacity to connect and receive coirifort from another hurnan being is a 

more powerful predictor of heaiing than the trauma history itself (van der Kolk, 1996). 

interventions for the marnent of sexual abuse have usually focused on individud 

therapy and group therapy. This can compiicate the interpersonal dynarnics in a couple 

relationship. CoupIes therapy strengthens the bond between a couple that can provide 

comfort, care, and protection. This secure base in an intimate relationship outshines the 

weekiy one hour of safety provided in individuai therapy. Emotionally Focused Therapy 

(EFT) for Couples is based on clear, expticit conceptualizations of marital distress and 



aduit love. This theory is based on an adult attachment perspective that focuses on 

creating an emotionai connectedness that nurtures contact and comfort. It focuses on the 

concept of self as Iovable and desewing of love with a partner that is loving and 

trustworthy. In the process of therapy, the couple shapes new bonding cycles that are 

antidotes to insecurity. Consequently a securely attached individuai can assert the self, 

tolerate differences, and ask for comfort. The goal in EFT is to facilitate the development 

of a safe and secure bond between parmers. Therefore, couples therapy may be an 

effective treatment to resolve the impact of child sexuai abuse trauma. 

Background 

My interest in couples therapy for women who have experienced childhood sexual 

abuse and their intimate relationships has been a naturai progression as 1 have developed 

my skiI1s as a social worker. Most of my clinicai experience has been workig with 

women who have experienced sexual violation. Ofien, the content of the therapy sessions 

wouid shift to the client's experience with her intimate partner. It was dificuit to capture 

the dynamics of relationship with only one of the parmers in session. As 1 began 

providiig couples therapy at The Laurel Centre, 1 was aiways surprised that observing 

the couple's interpersonai dynamics gave more context to the impact of sexuai abuse 

trauma When I started doing work with couples, 1 was deeply moved by the connection 

and attachment I witnessed in relationships. 1 saw the importance of creating connection 

with the significant other as a way to expand the healing experience. Often the co~ec t ion  

k the re!rhc~!ip mt sde, !?LE &hg IQEE wlr  tnn om@ing for the çlient. 
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Emotionaily Focused Therapy for Couples provided me with a concise fhnework that fit 

my tbeoretical understanding of the impact of trauma and a map that works weil with 

trauma survivors. 

Learning goals 

1. To increase my knowledge of how the trauma of childhood sexual abuse impacts on a 

couple's relationship. 

2. To increase my knowledge of couple work specificaily with women who have 

experienced chirdhood sexual abuse and their intimate partners. 

3. To develop my assessment and clinicai skills in working with couples where one 

partner has esperienced childhood sexual abuse. 

4. To increase my understanding of the use of evaluation in clinical practice. 

5. To gain skills in the intervention of Emotionally Focused Couples Therapy as a mode1 

of intervention with couples where one of the partners has been impacted by sexual 

abuse. 

Importance to Social Work 

The values of generaiist social work, and its ecological or person-in-environment 

perspective, is reflected in the use of couples therapy as an intervention for individuals 

and their partners impacted by childhood s e d  abuse. It confronts the interactions 

between individual. family, and societal influences by integrating the literature addressing 

r .i:l il - J --,,.,t LW--. -, --.,I- -t..hnr-t.;.re Cmri~;rrnnll%r Fnrrtc~~l  iiie impact UL ctltiuiiuüu 5c.xua zuuc WU  WU^ ~ ~ L C L U ~ W l l l y 3 .  Li...VUV.i-.J . YI---- 



Therapy for Couples creates safe connections in relationships by incorporatirtg the 

intrinsic value of people. Healing occurs in a context and the development of social 

supports from intimate relationships is an important value in social work practice. My 

passion for working in the area of childhood sexual abuse is congment with social work 

vatues which focus on a cornmitment to human welfare, social justice, and human 

di-. 

Organization of the Practicum Report 

This practicum report is laid out in chapter format. Chapter one as it has been 

presented, provides an introduction to the practicum and topic of  interest. Chapter two 

provides a review and discussion of the relevant literature on the impact of chiIdhood 

semai abuse and issues for couples therapy, and introduces EFT for couples. Chapter 

three outlines the practicum procedures, describing the setting, participant seIection, 

discussion of the intervention with the couples, and the evaluation process. Chapter four 

provides an extensive .malysis of the intervention with two couples. Chapter five provides 

a discussion of the themes and issues raised in the practicum. Chapter six conciudes with 

examination of my learning objectives and M e r  recommendations. 



CHAPTER TWO 

L I T E I W r n  REVIEW 

This chapter is a review of the issues relevant to working with women who have 

experienced childhood sexual abuse. Particular focus is on the impact of chiidhood 

sexual abuse on intimate relatioaships. Couple therapy as a method of intervention with 

those who have experienced childhood sexual abuse is also reviewed. 

Definition of child sexual abuse 

Waiker (1998) proposed the following broad working definition, created from a 

femiriist perspective, of child sexual abuse: 

It is essentiai to recognize as crucial eiernents the misuse of power and 

authority, combined with force or coercion. which leads to the exploitation 

of children in situations where adults or children sufficiently older than the 

victim have greater suen& and power, seek gratification through those 

who are developmentally immature and where, as a result, consent fiom the 

victim is a non-concept. Such gratification can involve explicit sexual acts - 
anal or vaginai intercourse, fondling, masturbation - or may involve invasive 

and inappropriate actions not directiy involving contact: watching a child 

undress, bathe, use the toilet, in order to gratify the perpetrator rather than 

meeting the needs of the chiid; forcing a chiId to watch adults having sex or 

making them watch pomographic videos. What is central is the exploitation 



of the child; the denial of their rights and feelings, and the essentiai 

gratification of the abuser h o u &  the child, the child being regarded solely 

as an object for the perpetrator's use and to meet their needs. @. 11) 

This thorough definition places childhood semai abuse in a social and politicai context 

where adults hold power over children and men hold power over women. The denial of 

rights and feelings with the use of power and coercion rnay have detrimental effects on 

the developrnent of children, impactkg the capacity to fotm numiring and safe 

relationships. 

Long-term effects of chiidhood sexual abuse 

To have an understandmg of the impact of child semai abuse trauma on 

relationships. it is important to have a dear working knowiedge of the effects. Although 

the impact rnay be unique to each person, research and ciinicai practice have identified 

cornmon thernes. The impact of child senal abuse has been associated with many 

disruptions in individual and interpersond functioaing. The initial and long-term effects 

of child semai abuse have been well researched, and include an increased nsk of  negative 

intemal experiences such as depression, anxiety, intrusive memories, rage, and shame 

(Polusny & Follette, 1993'; Roth & Newman, 1993). Sorne survivors report self-harming 

behaviour patterns for emotionai avoidance and tension reducing functions (Briere, 1992; 

Follette, 1994). Self harming behaviour patterns such as binge eating, substance abuse, 

suicide attempts. and self-muitilation occur at higher rates among survivors (Briere & 
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Runtz, 1993; Connors & Morse, 1993). The impact of chiId sexuai abuse is simifar to the 

psychological difficulties expenenced in post traumatic stress disorder (Anderson, 

Yaesenik, & Ross, 1993; Dye & Roth, 1991; Herman, 1992). 

Briere (1 996) divides the long-term effects of child sexual abuse into four 

categories: (a) post-traumatic stress, (b) cognitive effects, (c) emotional effects, and (d) 

interpersonal effects. Brome and Finkelhor (1986) developed a fiamework for 

understanding the effects of child s e x d  abuse. They descnbe four traumagenic (trauma 

causing) dynamics as the core of the psychologicd injury inflicted by the abuse: traumatic 

semaiization, betrayai, powerlessness, and stigmatization. Each dynamic h a  its own 

resdting psychological consequences and behavioural dynamic. 

Trauma literature categorizes syrnptoms such a intrusion, avoidance, and hyper 

arousal under the psychiatric diagnosis of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) 

(Carlson & Furby, 1997; Herman, 199%. 1992b; Rodriguez, Ryan, Kemp, & Foy, 1997; 

Van der Kolk 1996). Accordmg to the DSM-IV (1994) experiencing a situation that 

invo Ives intense feelings of fez,  heipiessness and honor are a precursor of PTSD. 

PTSD is characterized by contradictory and oscillating episodes of re- 

experiencing of the event (intrusion), paired with episodes of avoidance or 

numbing, Re-experiencing is the intrusive recollection of the trauma, dreams, 

feelings that the trauma is actualIy r e c h g ,  or distress in response to 

psychologid or physiological ûiggers. Avoidance may include avoidance of 

thoughts, feelings, or talking about the trauma, avoidance of rerninders of it, 

- 1 -  - A - -  : t e  fpplinne nf -c+rannPmPnt 
UGLIAUL y ruai, LLUULLU y u  u-rpuuuu UA UWA t L L L C ~ ~ ,  -UUerLurui<) 
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restricted a f fec~  and a diminished sense of future. Herman (1992b) has termed these 

contradictory reactions between avoidance and re-experiencing as the "dialect of trauma " 

(p. 47), which manifests in the miggle between the need for tnith teIling and the need 

for secrecy. 

In the growing body of research over the pus ,  it is clear that PTSD alone does 

not explain the pervasive impact of sexual abuse. in addition to the symptomology 

associated with PTSD, Dolan (1991) lists dissociative responses, memory problerns, 

imtiond guilt, sexuai dysfunction, disturbed eating behaviour, substance abuse, 

compulsive sexuaiity, self-destructive behzviour, socidly maladaptive behaviour, 

difficulty with trust. depression, aauiety, and impaired self -esteem. Courtois (1988) 

identified reactions in the emotional, interpersonal, social, and esteem aspects of those 

who have experienced trauma. Van der Kok (1996) recognizes the effects of trauma as 

irnpacting on the emotional, cognitive, somatic, characterological, behavioural, and 

spiritual aspect of peopIe's lives. Long terni effects of trauma have been labelkd as: (a) 

generdized hypenrousal and diiculty in moduiating arousai - which may manifest as 

aggression against self and others, inability to moduiate sexual impulses, and problems 

with social attachments such as excessive dependence or isolation; (b) alterations in 

neurobiologicai processes involved in stimulus discrimination which manifests in 

problems with attention and concentration, dissociation, and somatization; (c) 

conditioned fear responses to trauma related stimuli; (d) shattered meaning propositions 

which manifest in ioss of trust, hope, and sense of agency; (e) social avoidance which 

,-,:CA :, te,, ,C,,-,:,L.I --L,- -,.4 l-,L ,C--L,:,,ir- L -AL-- L-*L- 
UIQLUCSW UL tua> UL L I ~ C ~ I I I L I ~ L U I  QL~LUEUU WU ~clbn UL pcuuupauuu UL p ~ ~ p u ~ l l g  LUL uli 



future. 

The extensive impact of childhood semai abuse has impeIIed Herman (1992q 

1942b) and van der Kolk (1996) to further press for a new diagnosis which more 

accurately reflects the extensive impact of childhood sexual abuse. They argue that 

aithouph PTSD may fit for a disciete trauma experience such as rape or a naturd disaster, 

an expansion of this concept would better reflect the effects of prolonged and repeated 

ûauma such as childhood sexual abuse on individuals. The distinguishing factors of 

captivity and coercive control are what differentiates these two types of experiences. 

Based on this, Herman (1992a) argues that PTSD needs to be expanded to inchde 

additional symptomology, distinct characterologicai changes, and wherability to 

repeated trauma after the trauma. She has termed this Cornplex-Post Traumatic Stress 

Disorder (C-PTSD). 

The trauma of childhood sexud abuse cm influence the self-definition of an 

individuai such as knowledge about likes, dislikes, feelings or values, including the ways 

in which one is different from or similar to others. in other words, self-definition refers 

to the characteristics associated with any given individual. Defences associated with 

trauma, or the fragmentation of memory and self, obviously interfere with the integration 

of knowledge and experience and thus identity (Briere, & Runtz, 1993; Herman, 1 W?a). 

RusseIl (1986) describes the extensive damage to identiq and self-esteem as an 

existentid crisis for women who have been sexually abused in childhood. The betrayai 

pattern their comection with others with a generaiized mistrust, famibarking them to 

-&s qjt+~cê ûf ûA&s -&;L;;g fi& ne=&, &II,n&a O them ---- 



Relationships are not experienced as safe connections that nurture and protect them. 

Attachrnent is a concept that is often associated with object relations theory - a 

theory of personaiity development that connects individuais with their social 

environment, particularly their early childhood experiences. People in general, and 

children in particular, seek increased need for protection when they are in danger. When 

no one else is available, people may turn to their source of fear for cornfort (Johnson, 

2000). Van der Kolk (1996) indicates that the capacity to connect and receive comfort 

fiom the presence of another human being is a more powerful indicator than the trauma 

history of whether people are able to heal. in an environment of abuse. attachrnent trikes 

on a different meaning when dependency for survival becomes entrapment or captivity 

(Courtois, 1988. 1997). 

Childhood sexual abuse c m  seriously interrupt normal developmental tasks 

regarding social and physical sexual development, Dating patterns and the development 

of intimate relationships is dismpted (Courtois, 1988). Clinical experience strongly 

suggests that adults who were sexually abused as children are more likely to report 

problems in the sexual area (Maltz & Holtman, 1987). A disruption of sexuai function 

may manifest as some form of semai withdrawal (Maitz, 1988). Other individuais may 

become hyper sexuai with periods where there are numerous sema1 partners and sexuai 

contacts (Brïere & Runtz, 1993). Courtois (1988) noted that two predominant semal 

styles emerge - socially and semaily withdrawn or indiscrimùiately sexually active. Some 

semai problems experienced by individuals who have been sexualIy abused are desire 

&sLucis, ~ V ü s &  i k i U ~ i l i ,  V ~ ~ L S S  &~cLutx, t ~ i t U  p& YS. Y q e : : t y  z d  
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satisfaction difficuities. Defences such as denial, numbing, and dissociation rnay occur 

during sexual intimacy. Sexuai activity may trigger sexual abuse mernories or flashbacks 

that hinder sexual intimacy between partners (Courtois, 1988). 

Sexual abuse in childhood rnay result in confûsion regarding sexual 

ce ference and sexuai orientation. Some survivors who identiQ as heterosexud rnay 

choose to be with a woman because of their fear of males. Their view of men may 

be skewed because of their experience, ttius the beIief that al1 men are unsafe and 

potential abusers (Courtois, 1988). 

Sexuai abuse is an ultimate betrayal af trust which results in problems in 

reiating. For the individuai who has experienced childhood sexuai abuse, 

everyone rnay be considered unwoorthy. When this is experienced, the 

individuai feels re-victimized and rnay project feeiings of distrust, fe- 

disillusionment. mistrust. overva1uation. devalution, and hostility in the 

relational pattern. ReIationships may be expenenced as one way, empty, 

superficiai, guarded, idealized. conflictuai. or sexudized. Thexfore, individuds 

who ercperience chiIdhood sexual abuse rnay experience special difficuities with 

intimate committed relationships. The opemess and trust necessary in commined 

relationships may be experienced as a threat. Abuse dynaaiics may complica~e 

choice of partner and the subsequent interactions. Maie partnets may be both 

Feared, and over valued and often idealized. individuals who have e~perienced 

childhood semd abuse may choose an older parmer to care for them or continue 

theu careiaiuag pattern or chriuse an immafwe pemier- %y may chouse pmCK 
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who were also abused and neglected. Often early farnily patterns are repeated and 

the survivor continues to experience negative self-worth and mistrust of others. 

Early famiIy pattern and unresohed diKcuIties may also be repeated with in- 

laws and authority figures (Coutois. 1988). 

This discussion of the Iong term effects of chiIdhood sexuai abuse 

provides an overview of some of the impacts of se& abuse, however is not an 

exhaustive description of the traumatic effects of chiicihood s e d  abuse. 

Furthemore, it is important to note that the effects of childhood sexual abuse c m  

be complex and muitifaceted and while some individuals rnay expenence extreme 

difficulties, other individuais grow up and develop healthy coping strategies and 

maintah intimate, close reIationships. The next section of the paper will explore 

additionai contributions fiom the literature that speak more directly to the impact 

of childhood semal abuse on intimate relationships. 

Rationale for CoupIes Therapy 

Safety and a sense of control over Me are necessary for people who have 

expenenced childhood sexual abuse. Without genuine safety, the individuai 

cannot give up coping strategies ttiat protect her h m  M e r  psychologicai h m .  

Without reestablishing her own personal power, the woman cannot be expected to 

regain control of her life. Empowerment not only suggests independence, but also 

the movement past personai independence to interdependence - the state of being 

k & p & z t  ~d &p&z: - &er p$* c w  t:,!~~&q7: ::!=~,C&FS 
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cm be an important part of therapy. The individual therapist helps the woman feel 

safe within the therapy session, and actively workç with her so that sbe can feei 

sde and ernpowered in life outside of session. CMd abuse brings with it 

dificulties in interpersonal relationships and sexuai dysfunctions that senously 

&ect an intimate relationship. Sometimes couples thenpy is indicated, either 

sirndtaneously with or as an adjunct to, individual treatment. ifthe wornen's 

partner is supportive during the intense periods of treatment, the relationship may 

survive with greater strength and mutual cornmitment. However, sometimes it is 

impossible for the partne: to forgo having his or her needs met for the length of 

the h e  it takes for the victim to recover. The woman's self-absorption and pain 

are so great that she may not be abIe to relate to her partner or her children for 

long periods of t h e  (Waker. 1995). 

Many women who have a history of child semai abuse, describe their 

couple relauonships as dissatis@ing and turbulent (Herman, I992a). They tenl 

experience more fear and d i m s t  of others (Briere Br R u n ~  1987) and experience 

difficulty with assertiveness and effective communication (Van Burskirk & Cole, 

1983). Many survivors experienced a range of sexuai problems, including 

decreased sexuai satisfaction and desire, increased sexual dysfunction, and a 

tendency to engage in multiple, short-term relationships (Courtois, 1988). 

Childhood sema1 abuse occurs in an interpersonai contes with emotional 

intimacy mixed with the abuse of power. Therefore, it is common for survivors to 

have ambivalence about formine close and trustitlg relationships in addttiaod. or 
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do not have the necessq skills for sustaining intimate and fulfilling relationships 

(Briere, 1992). The couples may experience decreased emotional expressiveness 

within their rdationships, and report more difficulties with feeling connected to 

each other (Gottman, 1994). 

The first effect of muma mentioned in the DSM-N is persistent re- 

experiencing of trauma. This includes intnisive thoughts, nightmares, flashbacks, 

and physiological reactions to trauma cues, This impacts on a couple relationship 

when a partner experiences a sense of helplessness when physicdly touched that 

would evoke an immediate fight, flight, or freeze cesponse. These responses 

alienate partners who rnay experience this reaction as rejection. S ome survivor's 

sense of shame rnakes it difficult to openly comrnunicate about such responses. 

This undermines her ability to form a secure bond with her partner (Briere, 1992, 

Johnson 1998). Relearning positive interactions that create safety, securiry, and 

relatedness in an intirnate relationship cm help in healing those who have 

experienced chiIdhaod sexual abuse. Couples therapy is abIe to address key 

eiements in healing such as comfort, the fosterïng of confidence, and the 

vdidation of self in everyday interactions as iovab1e and worthwhile. 

The fim step in understanding and diagnosing childhood sexual abuse in 

couples therapy is to recognize chiid s e d  abuse as a contributhg factor in 

interactional and psycho logicai dysfuuction (Mennen & Pearlmutter, 1 993). 

GeIinas (1983) identifled that survïvors of incest show serious negative effects 

. . ---- A- --.-I -Lira A -nrrl:nn tr\ Cd;nos w h ~ n  thev dn nnt di~c.Inq CUiJUEj Uulil JkAUUL uuwr. rlrcui-ej ç v  u - p  *su- --, - --- ----- 
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childhood sexuai abuse, they usually show a disguised presentation. if this presentation is 

the focus of treatment, therapy tends to unsuccessfùl and the client is at risk to repetitively 

seek treatment. individuals who were physically or sexuaily abused (Busby, Steggell, & 

Adamson, 1993) present with higher levels of psychologicai syrnptoms than non-abused 

clients. A primary clinicai implication is that the issues of physical andfor sexual abuse 

may need to be addressed if intervention is to be helphl. Therapists need be aware of the 

possibility of childhood sexuai abuse as a conûibuting factor in couple dysfunctions. 

When a couple presents for couples therapy, it is important to consider that either rnay 

have experienced childhood sexual abuse. 

Sexuai difficulties are commoniy experienced by women who have been sexuaily 

abused and this is often the presenting problem for couples therapy. Genedly, research 

into sexual difficulty has focused specilicdly on the sexual desire and the sexuai act. 

Douglas, Matson, and Hudson (1989) identified problems that were expenenced in the 

desire or arousai phase, and suggested tbat women who expenence childhood sexuai 

abuse wil1 avoid general semal cues. They recommended a modified Masters and 

Johnson approach as a helpful method to address specific sexual fears and dysfunction. 

For women who experienced childhood semai abuse, often problems manifest as semial 

dificulties. However, when these probiems are explored in the context of childhood 

semai abuse, semai intimacy problems may be resolved more effectively than focusing 

on the s e d  behaviour or level of semai desire. 

In their review of the Iiterature, Pistoreiia and Fouette (1998) suggest that 

Uiaividuais witn a iiistory of cfiiid sexuai abuse experienct: iunnoii and dissdus~d~uon in 
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their relationships. Two overall themes emerged in their review: difficulty with emotional 

communication and intimacy and issues related to either excess or lack of control w i t b  

the relationship. These hdings support treatment modaiities that focus on acceptance of 

self and others and emotional expression. The therapist needs to create a new context for 

emotionai relating that involves acceptance and validation. 

Childhood semai abuse affects the individual and her partner. Traditional 

treannent modalities focus on individual or group therapy, M e r  alienating the non- 

abused partner (Reid, Warnpler, & Taylor 1995). Maltas and Shay (1995) identified that 

many partners of sexual abuse nwivors experience a phenornena described as trauma 

contagion. They experience high levels of stress, and doubts about their personai values 

and assumptions about the world, Unfortunately, partners tend not to seek help, M e r  

contributing to their sense of isoiation and shame. They fear that they will be identified 

as the abuser. Partnets are reluctant to see themselves as needing help since they are the 

ones who are helpers in their relationship. Partners (Maitas, 1996) rnay be drawn into 

repeating or reenacting aspects of the abusive reIationship. Couple interactions that are 

experienced with an underiying terror of victimhtion are highIy emotionally charged 

with negative affect. Understanding this dynamic is difficult when the relationship is seen 

exclusively through one partner in individuai therapy. A couples therapist has an 

opportunity to wimess the interaction and assess how the partners unconsciously shape 

each other's behaviour. Education about the typicd impact of trauma on the couple's 

reIationship and acknowIedgement of the non-abused partner's sufTering rnay reduce the 

in &e reiaconsKnip. Luupies &ckdpÿ i5 a ,335~& &jduiici b&,t&& t$b%rJ, 
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especially when the individuai therapy reaches an impasse. The most criticai dynamics 

are played out in the couple's relationship, instead of the individuai therapy session. The 

greatest leverage for change rnay be in the couple's relationship where the desire for new 

ways of relating may resolve the powerful tendency to relive or re-enact what is known, 

feared, and expected (Maitas, 1996). 

Chauncey (1 994) researched issues and themes raised by partners of women who 

experienced childhood sexual abuse. The following relevant themes and issues were 

identified: confiicting needs, difficulties with closeness, difficulties with spontaneity or 

unpredictability, feelings of anger, sharne and guilt, sexual relationships. survivors' 

improvement, and relatives. The most relevant theme expressed by partners was how to 

baIance their own needs and autonomy with their desire to be there for their partners. 

They struggled with directly communicating their needs, fearing it might cause anxiety or 

cause them to be overwhelmed or to withdraw. Physicai and emotional closeness was 

often a chdlenge for partners of women who had been semaily abused. Although they 

were empathic with why there was a need to withdraw or distance, they were still lefl 

with feelings of sadness and helplessness at unsuccessful attempts. Partners identified that 

it was difficult to be spontaneous in their relationships. They often had to be guarded and 

cautious about touch to avoid fnghtening their partners. Many partners experienced the 

unpredictability and inconsistency of their wives'/girfiendsY responses as confusing. It 

was stresshl not knowing what reaction a response wouid elicit. Partners identified that 

anger, shame, and guilt were predominant emotions that described their experience. 

. . unmei reiauomiiip neeh ofien cauiied in ffus3aii<id arid tesenimeni wtiicii &cri ttdieci 
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in feelings of guilt. Anger at the perpetrator was a safe expression of emotion that was 

helled by their sense of powerlessness. It felt safer to be angry at the perpetrator than it 

did to be angry with their wives or girlfnends. Difficuities and feus during sexual activity 

impacted on ail partners. m i s  often resdted Ui feelings of rejection and hurt. Some 

descnbed how they had to shut off their need for sex. The unrnet need for physicaI and 

emotionai closeness created feelings of emptiness, Since the recovery process for semai 

abuse is individuai and uncertain, partners felt a sense of hopelessness. They were able to 

suppress their own needs For the sake of their wivest/girlfiiends' healing but unsure how 

long this could be sustained that. Partners were oflen unsure of how to react to relatives 

on the issue of the abuse. They were concemed around parenting and expressed a desire 

to stop they cycle of abuse. The secrecy of the abuse made it difficult to share their 

feelings or deal with family members openly. 

The therapeutic implications of the issues and themes identified by partners must 

be addressed in couples therapy. The therapist must be aware of the issues with which 

partners are preoccupied. The feelings and intemal expenences of the partners must be 

validated. Partners of women who experienced childhood semial abuse must be able to 

express their feelings and concerns in a caring context of the therapeutic relationship. 

They must be encouraged to share their feehgs in order to accept and trust their 

experiences. ArticulaMg this helps the partners connect with their own needs. The 

therapeutic relationship c m  be used to create a safe place for the couple. 

Couples in which one or both have experienced childhood abuse report lower 

maritai satisfaction, higher individual stress symptoms, and lower lamily cohesion t h  
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couples with no abuse history. Not only does trauma affect the individual, it impacts the 

significant people in their lives. Therefore, when treating couples who experienced 

childhood abuse it is consider how secondary trauma factors into present relational 

problerns (Nelson & Wrunpler, 2000). 

Dual trauma couples is a term used to describe couples in which both partners 

have experienced trauma. They present unique challenges for couples therapy. Either one 

or both may be in crisis. Interpersonal reactivity, transference, ernotional withdrawai, 

and associated responses may potentially complicate an aiready disuessed relationship. 

There are five patterns that trauma coupies exhibit:@) the typical couple interaction 

without the overlay of trauma; (b) either one of the partners may exhibit the trauma 

responses at a t h e  while the other partner may be not; (c) one partner is exhibiting the 

trauma response while the other partner is exhibiting reactivity or transference; (d) both 

partners are exhibiting trauma responses, and (e) both partners are exhibiting trauma 

responses and both partners are exhibiting reactivity and transference. Successfui 

treatment needs to include a wide range of techniques addressing the major themes, 

characteristics, and patterns distinguishing the past trauma from the current relationship. 

Treatment can help each parmer with her/his own acute stress. It can challenge and 

change dysfunctional interpersonal d p m i c s  and exchanges. Past trauma must be 

disthguished fÏom current relationship issues. Treatment can build ernpathy and 

compassion for seif and partner. If one of the parmers is in treatment, this aggravates 

interpersonal conflict since it does not consider the interpersonal dyad. As that partner 

.non improves, the expecmtion for a beiier reiauonsiiip may be ünreasonabie (Saicom, LYYO). 
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Couples therapy for dual trauma couples may be beneficial in creating a safe place to 

address the treatrnent issues. 

Byng-Hall(I995) examines the implications of attachment theory for farniiy 

therapy, recognizing the importance of the therapist providing a temporary secure base 

for the whoie family during therapy. This secure base includes two functions: protection 

(identmng of dangers and conflicts in the family) and expioration of conflicts. Therapists 

m u t  understand distance conflicts as insecure attachent instead of assessing behaviours 

as hostile, distancing, or controlling. Healthy attachrnent increases security and self- 

sufficiency. Authors Henderson, Bartholomew, and Dutton (1997) Iooked at attachment 

and separation resoluuon of women in abusive relationships. They found that women 

often stayed in relationships that were abusive as a result oftheir fearfuIness of being 

alone. M e n  the fearfulness was resolved they separated h m  their abusive parmers and 

did not get drawn back in. Preoccupied attachent is characterized as high anxiety and 

low avoidance. This manifests in a pattern of fiequent separations and Erequent r e m s  to 

the abusive relationship. Pistole (1994) explored distance regdation in couples and 

individual diierences in attachent style - preoccupied, fearful avoidance, and 

dismissive avoidance. During couples therapy it is important to understand the emotional 

meaning of these interactional patterns. Understanding the pattern of attachment 

behaviour is herpful in treating distance regdation in couples. For individuds who have 

experienced childhood semal abuse attachment styles of f e d  avoidance and dismissive 

avoidance may be necessaq to cope with the intrusiveness of abuse. 

I S I  *t An important aspect of heaiing Erom çnriuuod acxuai abujc Li @i;'ig vüke iü ik 
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experience. Although that is dificult because of feelings of shame, disclosure is an 

important step in healing. It breaks down the darnaging secrecy of the abuse and sharing 

that with a partner can increase positive expenences with someone who is safe, 

supportive, and trusting (Courtois, 1988). 

Heller and Wood (1998) identify that intimacy is important for closeness, 

bondedness, and connectedness. Deriving cornfort from another is a more powerful 

predictor of heaiing from trauma (Van der kok, 1996). in order to heal tkom the trauma 

that is inflicted by those we love and need, new positive experiences of connection and 

caring need to happen. This is why couples therapy is an important aspect in heaiing fiom 

the effects of childhood sexual abuse. 

Couple Therapy 

Research on specific couple interventions that address the impact of trauma and 

childhood sexual abuse has been lirnited. The usuai interventions for chiidhood sexual 

abuse trauma have been individual or group therapy. Couples therapy as an intervention 

for childhood s e d  abuse has been overlooked. 

An evaluation of brief couples therapy (Trute, Docking, & Hiebert-Murphy, 2001) 

at The Laure1 Centre, an agency that provides counseliiig services for women who have 

been semially abused in childhood, reported s i w c a n t  improvements in couples' 

relationships. The authors reported the foiiowing set of assertions: 

Brief therapy is of benefit to this population, with the most saiient outcomes being 

* . - 7 * -  - ftlLl&amtnG ui ill&leüvc erjmü&&ùn & pKbiG-m sG:b-& 
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b) negative emotionai atmosphere (Le., maritai butnout), if at high levels at pre- 

therapy, can be improved in conjunct therapy; c) therapeutic impact of couple 

therapy may be compromised by hi& levels of situationai stress in the family 

househoid; d) long lasting effects mqr not be evident until some time afler therapy 

has been completed (Le., 4- 12 montbs); and e) a decrease in the level of 

depression reponed by partners is not a good indicator of couple improvement 

(p. 108). 

Mdtz (1988) supports couples therapy for addressing issues of trust, increasing 

intimacy and dealing with sexuai concems. Part of the work in couples therapy can be to 

educate the individud who expenenced childhood sexuai abuse and her partner about the 

impact of semai abuse and how it iniluences the reIationship. Safety in the couples 

session c m  create a context to negotiate wants and needs. 

Follette and Pistore110 (1995) assert that "cIinicai and scientific research suggests 

that people who experience childhood sexuai abuse tend to experience an inordinate 

arnount of distress and dissatisfaction in their couple relationships" (p !32). They assert 

that couples therapy plays an important role in the resolution of trauma. Since sexual 

abuse often occurs in the context of an intimate relationship, the couple's relationship can 

be "a particularly powerfui working context" (p. 133). 

Behavioural couples therapy is one treatment approach that can be useful for 

couples who have experienced trauma, Acceptance and Cornmitment Therapy (ACT) is 

an approach that treats emotionai avoidance. This technique has been heIpfui when one 

p m e r  has experienced sexuai ahse anci avoiris intimacy. hsreaci of&ssoçiaiirig, iUr= 
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partner l eam to be aware of the behaviour and communicates her acceptance of herself, 

and her history. The couple outlines their individual goals and works dong with the 

couple goals in therapy (Follette & PisorelIo, 1995). This model, while helpful, c m  be 

Iimited because of the focus on behaviourd changes. 

in conclusion, the body of literature is increasingly beginning to identify the 

benefits of couples therapy in treating semai abuse trama. The literature supports that 

those who have experienced wuma benefit kom re-experiencing comection with others 

in a safe and nurnrring relationship. 

The Intervention Mode1 

The intervention model used for this practicum was Emotiondly Focused 

Therapy (EFT) for coupies deveioped by Sue Johnson and Les Greenberg (1996,1988) 

and has been used with some success in coupies therapy where one or both partners has 

experienced childhood semai abuse trauma Emotiondly Focused Therapy (EFT) for 

Couples is based on clear, explkit concepniaiizations of marital distress and addt love. 

Adult love is viewed as a bond, an emotional tie with an irreptaceable other who provides 

a safe secure hase fiom which to co~.5ont the worM. This theory is based on an addt 

attachent perspective that focuses on creathg an emotiond comectedness that nurtures 

contact and cornfort. It focuses on the concept of self as IovabIe and d e s e d g  of love 

with a partuer that is Ioving and tnistworthy. in the process of therapy, the couple shapes 

new bonding cycles that are antidotes to insecurity- Consequentiy a secureiy attached 

individual can assert the self, tolerate Merences, and ask for comt'ort. The process of 
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change in EFT has been deheated in nine treatment steps. The fm four involve 

assessrnent and de-escalation of problematic interactional cycles. The middle three steps 

emphasize the creation of specific change events where interactional positions shift and 

new bonding experiences occur. The last two steps of thenpy address the consolidation of 

change and the integration of these changes into the everyday life of the couple. 

This mode1 addresses photal attachment moments, referred to as attachment 

injuries, that cm damage relationship bonds. An amchment injury is a betrayal of trust, 

or abandonment at a crucial moment of need in the relationship. For exarnple, infidelity 

would be considered an attachment injury. Attachent injuries are a form of relationship 

trauma that weakens the relationship. The impact of infideiity rnay be experienced as a 

betrayal and abandonment that can create an impasse in the relationship repair (Greenberg 

& Johnson, 1988; Johnson. L 996). 

in EFT there are nine clearly delineated steps that occur in three process shifts or 

change events. These three shifts or change events are: cycIe de-escalation, withdrawer 

engagement, and blamer softening. With the first shift. the pattern of how a couple 

interacts negatively de-escalates. For example, the partner who withdraws may begin to 

take a risk and engage in the relationship whik the hostiIe partner becomes Iess reactive 

and angry. In the second shift, the withdrawer may become more active and assert her/his 

needs in the relationship. As the hostile parmer softens in the third shift, s/he rnay take 

risks in expressing attachment needs and vuinerabiIities (Johnson, 1996). 

The nine steps that occur in these three s h i h  are: 

Step i: Assesment: creating an aiiiance anci aeiineaüng coniiict issues in the core 
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Step 2: Identifjing the negative interactional cycle. 

Step 3: Assessing the unacknowledged emotions underlying interactional positions. 

Step 4: Reframing the problem in tems of underlying emotions and attachment needs. 

Step 5: Promoting identification with disowned needs and aspects of self and intepting 
these into the relationship interactions. 

Step 6: Promoting acceptance of the partner's experience and new interaction patterns. 

Step 7: FaciIitating the expression of need and wants and creating ernotiond engagement. 

Step 8: Facilitating the emergence of new solutions to old relationship problems. 

Step 9: Consolidating new positions and new cycles of attachment behaviours (Johnson, 
1996, pp. 11-12). 

The first two steps in the EFT treatment process are conceptualized as assessrnent 

and are considered part of the treatrnent process, The conflict issues are outiined and the 

negative interaction cycle that maintains the couple's distress is identified. The 

interventions used at this point in therapy are: reflection, validation, evocative reflections 

and questions, tracking and reflecting interactions, and reframing. It is important rhat 

both parmers feer understood and acknowledged by the therapist in the 6rst few sessions. 

Both must feel safe in the session and begh to feel confident that the therapist will respect 

them and understand the stmggles in their relationship (Johnson, 1996). 

In Steps 3 and 4, the unacknowIedged feelings underlying interactional positions 

are accessed and the problems are r e k e d  in terms of these imderlying feelings and 

attachment needs. The interventions used at this point are validation, evocative reflections 

and questions, empathic conjecture, tracking and reflecting patterns and cycles of 
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interaction, and refnming of the problem in terms of conte- and cycles. In Step 3, each 

partner's attachent issues emerge and begin to be clarified, and these issues first begin 

to become an explicit part of the dialogue between the two. With the help of the therapist, 

the bramer accesses the sense of panic or insecurity that they experience when the 

withdrawer partner is not accessibility to them. These issues and the interaction patterns 

that block emotional engagement are h e d  as the problem (Step 4). The couple is able 

to adopt this f i m e  and own it because it has come fiom their h e d i a t e  emotionai 

experience. This is the time when attachment injuries or traumatic incidents that have 

damaged the nature of the attachment and actively influence the relationship in the 

present are defined and further explored and clarif~ed. By the end of this step, the couple 

has fonnulated a coherent and meaningfirl understanding of the patterns of their 

relationship and how they have created them. De-escalation of the cycle has occurred and 

is one of the desipated points of change in EFT (Johnson, 1996). 

The outcome of the first four steps is assessrnent and de-escalation of the 

problematic interaction cycle. The therapist and the couple work collaboratively so that 

the couple can articulate and identi@ the negative interaction cycle. For example, critical 

pursuit by one partner may be followed by withdrawai and avoidance of the other. The 

expenence of trauma is included in the description of these cycles. If a p m e r  in the 

couple is experiencing flashbacks, a naturai reaction would be to avoid the other partner. 

These cycles, often triggered by affect cues associated with trauma are then h e d  Eom a 

bigger perspective as victimizhg both partuers. This process brings the couple together 

against the negative cycles and the traumatic experîences that have deraiied their 
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relationship. Partners begin to develop an awareness of how each of them suffers the 

afiershock of exposure to the original trauma The couple begins to develop empathy for 

herlhis own and hisher partner's attempts to cope with the residual pain From the 

trauma. They begin to develop an understandimg of how the attempts to cope with the pain 

can sabotage positive emotional connection between them (Johnson, 1998). 

The process of Steps 5 and 6 is characterized by an intensificarion and heightening 

of the emotional experience that occurred in Step 3. Step 5 penains to the clients 

identifying with the disowned aspects of experience and disclairned action tendencies in 

the redefined cycle. As the cycle is enacted in and out of thempy, partners become aware 

of their automatic reactions and the disowned aspects of experience underlying such 

reactions. As this experience is differentiated and symbolized as It occurst the significance 

of it for the self in relation to the other becomes dive, For example, the withdrawer 

becomes aware of the feelings of being encroached upon, the fear of being ovenvhelmed. 

and the ensuing automatic move to protect himseIf. Another outcome of these steps is the 

owning of the experience as belonging to the self, and as the person acknowledges that, 

they also own the action tendencies arising out of the experience. They see how they have 

organized their partner's interactionai position and are a part of the negative cycle in the 

relationship. The expanded experiencing and owning of the experience and each parmer's 

position in the cycle involve accessing the core beIiefs with the intense emotions 

involved. For example, a core berief may be that one feels unworthy of love, or like 

damaged goods because of the semai abuse. Each parmer experiences the pain of how 

one is detined negaüveiy in the amchment reiaüonsiiip. ïnese outcomes aiiow for the 
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processing of primary ernotions of the sense of self in relation to the other. Key wishes 

and longings inherent in this begin to emerge and can be verbalized. From the 

attachent perspective, attachrnent behaviows begin to change as the emotions that 

organized them are reprocessed. Attachent fears and insecurities are reprocessed and 

become a conscious part of the interaction. The change is criticai because it forrns the 

foundation for the withdrawer re-engagement for one partner and softening for the other. 

Johnson (1996) refers to Steps 5 and 6 as '"facing the dragon". These steps promote 

identification of disowned need; and aspects of self and integrating these into the 

relationship and promoting acceptame of the partner's experience and new ways of 

interacting. 

The most inua-psychically focused step in the process is Step 5. The fkst four 

steps lead up to this and Steps 6 to 9 build on the process necessary in Step 5. The 

processes that led up this point are used to restructure ~ b e  partners' interaction. The more 

intensely parmers allow thernselves to become in their emotional expenence the greater 

the changes in therapy. This means that the partner who may have been placating now 

becomes angry and assertive. It is in Step 5 that attachent Iongings and desires are 

accessed and articulated. in Step 6, it is the role of the therapist to heIp the other partner 

begin to accept and incorporate this new presentation and to be responsive to hisher 

parmer's new behaviour. The therapist must delicately support the new change in one 

partner while validating the other partner's confusion about the change (Johnson, 1996). 

The goal of Step 7 is to facihate the expression of needs and wants and create 

emotional engagement. This is the Iast stage of the process in which new emotional 
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experience and emotional expression is used to change interactional positions that 

restructure interactions. At this point in the EFT process, key change events associated 

with successfid outcome in EFT occur. The cornpietion of this step results in the less 

eagaged partner (withdrawer) becoming more engaged. For the more cnticai partner, the 

change event is a sofiening, where tfiis parmer is able to ask for connection, and provide 

comfort From a vulnerable place. As this ciccurs, this heightens the emotional engagement 

benveen the couple, thus constnicting a new cycle. The t~pression of the needs and wnts 

kom an empowered, accessible position, constitutes a shift in the interaction position 

which in turn challenges the other partnet to engage in the same process. For example, in 

Step 5, a parmer may say ''1 Iive in fear of you ieaving me, so 1 go numb and placate". in 

Step 7, as the parmer speaks £iom a position of increased efficacy, the statement would 

be. ''1 am tired of numbing out. 1 {vant to feel special to you. so 1 want you to quit 

threatening to leave". There is a different quaIity when you speak h m  an accessible 

position rather han a distant and an inaccessible position (Johnson, 1996). 

As each partner goes througb Step 7, s/he is able to stay connected to hislher 

emotiond experience and srate with cIarity what it is s h e  needs to ieei safe and 

connected in a relationship. These requests are about key attachrnent needs that are crucial 

for each person's sense of safety and positive sense of self and are made in a m m e r  that 

pulls the partner toward her/him. The interaction stance is now fiom a more equal 

position (Johnson, 1996). 

The interventions used in this step are evocative responding using reflections and 

questions, tracking and reflecting the cycle, rehmhg,  and restructurhg interactiocs. 
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With evocative responding, the therapist focuses on the client's emerging expenence to 

darie the wishes and longings. At this point, tracking and reflecting the cycle is done to 

reflect changes to the negative cycIe and the beginnings of a new and positive cycle. This 

is done by reflecting the most minute nuances. It is important to sumrnarize and track the 

new interactions that occur between the couple. The r e h e  used in this step is that the 

diffîculty parmers experience in stating their needs is fiom their experience in the 

negative cycle. It is dificuit to be vuherable in the negative cycle. Restnrcturing 

interactions is the most common intervention at this point. The therapist will spend tirne 

choreographing a request and the heightening of a positive response. The therapist would 

make the couple aware of the possibility this holds for a secure bond benveen them 

(Johnson, 1996). 

Steps 8 and 9 are the termination phase of EFT- In Step 8, the emergence of new 

soiutions to old issues and problems is facilitated, in Step 9, the new positions the 

parmers take with each other is consolidated, 'The relationship now becomes a secure 

base fiom which to explore the world and deai with the problems it presents and a safe 

haven that provides sheiter and protection" (Johnson, 1996, p. 143). 

Interventions used in Step 8 and 9 are reflection and validation of new patterns 

and responses, evocative cespondhg reframing, and restnicturing interactions. The 

therapist reflects the interaction between the couple, and validates the new emotions and 

respouses bey share and enact. At this point, the coupLe is able to do with less direction 

h m  the therapist, and the therapist ody  becomes more active when the process is 

deraiIed by a response fiom one of the partnefi, Evocative responding is used to process 
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this partner's experience and to diffuse blocks to positive responding. The restnicturing of 

tbe couple's interaction is made explicit by clearly maküig aware present positions and 

cycles. Cornments on the process are corn the perspective of attachment and the 

attachment process (Johnson, 1996). 

By the end of therapy, the following changes are clearly obvious. Firstiy, on an 

emotional level negative affect has decreased, and the couple can stay emotionaiIy 

engaged, using the relationship to regulate negative affect such as fears and insecurities. 

The partners are both more present and engaged for their own emotional experience, and 

feel more cornfonable with emotions. Secondly, on a behavioural level, behaviour is less 

constricted and more responsive to the other's communications. Partners now ask for 

what they need that evokes their partner's response and in doing so, meet each other's 

attachment needs. Thirdly, on a cognitive level, as the partners perceive each other 

differentiy, they are able to make more positive attributions about each other's responses. 

Their def i t ion of their relationship and of the other partner have been modified in 

attachment terms. Finally, on an interpersonal level, the negative cycles that consumed the 

couple relationship have been contained and replaced by new positive cycles. They are 

able to engage in positive connections (Johnson, 1996). 

An imponmt concept in EFT is couples' attachment injuries. An attachment 

injury is a bemyai of trust or abandonment at a crucial moment of need. This is known as 

a form of relationship trauma in which the parmer experiences the relationship as 

insecure. Unresolved attachment injuries have the potential to create impasses in 

relationship repair. Generally, it is not the context of the attachment injury that impacts 
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the partner, but the attachment significant to the event. For example, a new mother may 

recall the t h e  her parmer had to go on a regular business trip leaving her to deai with a 

baby and especially needed his support. His leaving may touch of feeIings of 

abandonment and never feeling supported. Usually, the injured partner c m  recall the exact 

detail, tirne, place of the event because of the significance of the poignant emotion of 

abandonment s h e  experienced. The way to resolve an attachment injury is by processing 

the experience. In the resolution of the attachment injury the partner rnust be able to 

articulate the injury and the impact. The other partner must acknowledge the hurt 

parmer's pain and respond by elaborating on why they did what they did, adding herfhis 

meaning to it. As the hurt partner integrates the narrative and emotions s h e  c m  access the 

attachment fear and longing. The other m u s  own responsibiliv, express regret and stay 

empathically engaged with the hurt parmer through this process. At this point, the hurt 

partner c m  ask for comfort and reassurance. When the p m e r  responds this creates an 

antidotal bondiig event. The relationship is redefined as a safe haven. A new narrative is 

constructed in this resolution of an attachment injury (Johnson, 2000). 

The three basic tasks involved in the successfd implementation of EFT for 

couples are: (a) the creation and maintenance of a consistent positive therapeutic dIiance 

with bot!! partners, (b) the accessing and reprocessing of emotional experience, and (c) 

the restnrcturing of interactions. The therapist acts as a process consultant in the 

processing of experience in the task of developing a therapeutic alliance. Emotion in EFT 

is seen in information processing terms that gathers information by integrating 

physiological responses, meaning schemas, action tendencies, and self-reflective 
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awareness of an expenence. Emotion is viewed as a rich source of meaning that gives us 

powerfd compeIling feedback about how the environment is aect ing us. As we process 

this feedback it regulates our responses and organizes our behaviour, The emotionai 

expression of what we are experiencing as we communicate with others regulates our 

social interaction (Johnson, 1996, Johnson, 3000). 

Generaily, there are six core emotions: anger, sadness, surprise, excitement, 

disgust or shame, fear, joy, and love. Emotions motivate people - in anger we assert or 

defend ourselves; in sadness we seek support or withdraw; in surprise/excitement we 

attend or explore; in stiame or disgust we hide, expeI, avoid; in fear we flee, freeze or give 

up our goal; in joy we contact and engage; and in love we contact and protect. Emotionai 

responses are powerful with attachment relationships, and therefore must be explored and 

dealt with. Hearing the soothing voice of someone we are comected with can help soothe 

us in moments of panic and fear. With such a strong comection to emotion the task of 

accessing emotion is focussed upon, expanded, reprocessed, and restructured throughout 

the process of EFT. The therapist c m  focus on the most poignant and vivid aspect of an 

experience in the therapy process. Often with people who have experienced trauma, it 

may be safer to focus on a lesser emotion and then build to the stronger and poignant 

ones. The therapist focuses on and accesses the emotiuns that are salient in tems of 

attachment needs and fears. It is important to focus on the emotions that pIay a role in 

organinng negative interactions and restrict accessibility and responsiveness (Johnson; 

1996, Johnson, 2000). 



Apolication of EFT to Couoles Who Have Exoerienced Trauma 

Of particular interest to this practicum is the research of EFT on creating healing 

relationships for couples dealing with trauma. The EFT intervention has been applied to 

couples if one or both parmers have experienced past physical or sexual abuse. individual 

treatment and EFT have been effective in neating the relationship distress and individual 

symptoms. The steps in EFT intervention paralle1 the three stages of the constructivist 

self-developrnent of trauma treatment developed by McCann and Pearlman (1990). These 

stages are stabilization, the building of self and relationship capacities, and integration. 

The first four steps of EFT are viewed as stabihtion with the initiai assessrnent (step l), 

relationship cycles and patterns and underiyhg feelings are identified (steps 2 and 3, and 

negative patterns of interaction are f'ramed as the problem (sep 4). For couple work with 

individuais traumatized by childhood semai abuse, this wouId involve understanding the 

nature of the trauma and how it has affected each of the partners and defined the 

relationship, furthemore, how it pertains to their cycles and patterns of interaction. Steps 

5 to 7 can be viewed as buiIding self and relationship capacities. In EFT, Step 5 involves 

owning the longings and fear that mise in the rdationship, Step 6 involves the acceptance 

of these by the paltner, and in Step 7, this is followed by asking for needs to be met in a 

way that evokes empathic responsiveness fiom the partner. In this stage, the relationship 

is created as a safe haven where fears c m  be conhnted and soothed, grief shared, shame 

trausformed, and anger reprocessed. This process buiIds trust in the relationship, The Iast 

two steps paralle1 the i n t e p o n  phase of trauma treatment as new ways of coping with 

the problems related to the trauma and the interactional positions are integrated into the 
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reiationship (Johnson and Williams-Keeler, 1998). 

in couple therapy with individuals who have experienced tnuma, a strong 

therapeutic ailiance is criticdIy important as the therapist validates the couple's struggle 

with the impact of abuse on their relationship and how it inadvertently creates the cycles 

that distress them. Each member of the couple begins to develop empathy for iiisher own 

and hisher parmer's pain. The individuai who has experienced childhood sexual trama 

may begin to explore how the emotional experience of her/his relationship can trigger 

traumatic cues, especidly symptoms such as Bashbacks and intrusive thoughts and the 

numbing and avoidance of these cues. The therapist reflects and validates each partuer's 

expenence and the saong emotions such as sfiaine and fear that aise. This facilitates 

compassion and understanding in the partner, rather han rejection oranger. The non- 

traumatized partner is abIe to share how dhe has been impacted by the muma and can 

begin to understand how it has constrained the relationship, As the coupLe is able to fUy  

understand each other's experience. the therapist is abLe to hune the relationship as a safe 

haven that provides protection, cornfort, and a secure base in a dangerous world. Using 

an attachent perspective, the non-üaumatized partner is h e d  as a safe, irreplaceable 

other who heIps the survivor to cope and become more availab1e for an intimate 

relationship, This provides relief to the non-traumatized partner who understands the pain 

and fear of the survivor rather than experiencing it as rejection. The symptoms of maritai 

distress and trauma responses previously experienced in the relationship begin to de- 

escaiate, thus creating a safe place as the parmer is experienced as an dly in the heaIing 

process. It is important for the therapist to assist the couple in outlining safety d e s  and 
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stating of personai boundacies and limits (Johnson, 1998). For example, the therapist may 

have to support the trauma survivor in her request for no semai activity as she heds. 

Reprocessing intense affective responses is important as the sexud s h e  survivor is able 

to risk vulnerability to ask for help with trauma syrnptorns (flashbacks) or risk disclosing 

specific fears, hurts and griefs. The parmer then may shift fiom his distant position to 

offer support, and M e r  risk his experience by expressing his own fear of her reactive 

rage, requesting that she not rnistreat him. As they are both able to hear each other, he c m  

now reassure her he wants to support her in deaiing with her trauma history. The next 

sequence msiy involve the t rama survivor's struggle to trust her partner. This process 

might involve facing her fears of abandonment, of being abused again, or of being 

exposed as sharneful. The parmer's acceptance of her helps to work through feelings of 

unworthiness and regdate self-Ioathing. As the couple is abIe to work through and 

support each other through processing the effects of trauma, this strengthens the bond 

between them (Johnson, 1 998). 

This process described above involves accessing, formulating, and reprocesshg 

specific fears that aise fkom attachment insecurity in the relationship. Reducing fear is an 

important and effective treatment goai in addressing PTSD. One of the rnechanisms 

associated with fear reduction is being able to experience the fear response and have it 

reprocessed in a safe environment. This creates a new experience that is incompatibIe 

with the more dysfûnctionai elements in the f w  experience. The survivor is able to 

access a sense of rnastery in relation to the traumatic experience and fear. in coupIes 

therapy, this new information creates a secure attachment base as needs for security and 
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relatedness are met. The survivor is abte to tisk tnisting her partner. The expenence of 

reassurance and comfort replace the experience of terror and betrayai. This decreases the 

need for emotionai numbing, dissociation, and the avoidance of intimate contact. 

Continual processing and organization of traumatic experiences are possible as a safe 

context promotes new cycles of risk taking and empathic responding (Johnson, 1998). 

As the couple completes the EFT process, they can successfuily work at 

colIaborative solutions to here and now issues in their relationship. They are able to cope 

with anniversary dates of the trauma eiTects and other reminders. In the strength and 

secure attachent of their relationship, they are able to navigate the sensitive issues in 

their sexual intirnacy. interactions that previously only occurred in the safety of the 

therapist's office c m  now occur outside of the session. As the impact of the traumatic 

experiences are resolved, this is no Ionger what d e h e s  the relationship. The relationship 

can now have a present and future Life of its own (Johnson, 1998). 

The interactional patterns that contribute to the interactional sequences commonly 

referred to in EFT with coupIes are: pursue - distance; accuse - withdraw; blarne - blame; 

blame - withdraw. These patterns are seIf-explanatory and can be deeply ernbedded in 

fight, flight, and fieeze positions. The patterns create a seif-reinforcing cycle of react ivi~ 

that contribute to marital distress. The cycle becornes an absorbing state to which al1 

conflict leads. For individuais who have experienced ûauma, the cycle becomes more 

compelling than positive affect, triggering responses of fear and sharne. For example, it 

may be more familiar for an individual who has expenenced trauma to blame and cnticize 

her parmer to keep him away fiom her. Tfiere are gender ciifferences in these responses. 
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Males who are distressed stay aroused, stay aroused for longer penods of time, but do not 

show the distress. A female partner may up the anti to get a response to connect 

emotionally. This is aversive to the partner who then M e r  shuts down, thus further 

reinforcing an interactional pattern (Johnson, 3000). 

As the therapist, it is important to create safety in session. The focus of the EFT 

therapist is aiway the present, the primary affect, the process, and the positions and 

patterns. If things fiom the past are important they have a way of coming into the present. 

For safety, it is important to let the client have the needed defence and use the p a s  to 

validate. The pnmary affect is what is expressed when the couple first comes in. Fear, 

tenor, helplessness, and vulnerabiIity are u d l y  underlying the pnmary affect. Tne job of 

the therapist is to process with the couple how they do what they do in an interactional 

pattern. This involves working to access how each individual in the couple puts together 

their imer experiencc: in the positions and patterns (Johnson, 2000). 

Summarv 

The nine steps of EFT in the three process sh3.s provides a map of adult love that 

can create safe secure connections that contribute to the healing of a those who have 

experienced trauma The therapist mks are to create a collaborative alliance that accesses 

and processes the emotions embedded in the interactionai patterns of the couple. Of 

particular importance are the resolution of attachmmt injuries that signif~caatly impact on 

a relationship. AU of these conüiiute to a safer healing relationship in which an 

individual who has experienced trauma c m  heal. Van der Kolk (1996) States that the 
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capacity of an individual to heal is related to the extent that they reach out to others for 

cornfort. 

Research On EFT 

Authors began researching (EFT) for Couples in 1985, leaming Eom the 

behavioridists that an intervention needs to be empiricaily proven to test the effectiveness 

of this approach. The initiai ssnidy (Johnson & Greenberg, 1985b) compared the relative 

effectiveness of two interventions in the treatment of marital discord: a cognitive- 

behavioural intervention teaching problem-solving skills, and an experiential intervention 

focusing on emotio,~al experiences underlying interactional patterns. The results provided 

empirical support for the effectiveness of EFT with effects that were superior to the 

problem solving technique on measures of marital adjusment, intimacy, and target 

cornplaint. At follow-up, scores were significantly higher for the EFT group than for the 

problern sohing group (Johnson & Greenberg, 1985a). Compaisons of htegrated System 

ïherapy (IST) and EFT (Goldman & Greenberg, 1992) found both to be effective in 

aileviating marital distress, facilitating conflict resolution and goal attauiment, and 

reducing target complaints, with EFT sustaining at follow-up. Besides the theoretical 

differences in the approaches, IST uses a team approach focused exclusively on changing 

curent interactions, re-g patterns of behaviour, and prescribing symptorns. EFT 

focuses on encouraging the accessing, expression, and acceptance of affective experiences 

in partners. The couples were positively influenced by the impact of the collective team's 

provocative messages, expertise, and neutraiity. At foiIow up, the EFT couples contùiued 
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to show target cornplaint irnprovement and reach pretest goals. IST proved effective for 

couples in a marginally distressed range. This study raised questions about the specific 

aspects of treatment that led to change (Goldrnan & Greenberg, 1992). 

Emotionally Focused Therapy and Cognitive Marital Therapy (CMT) (Dandeneau 

& Johnson, 1994) were compared on marital intimacy, dyadic trust, and dyadic 

adjustrnent. EFT scores on intimacy improved at follow-up, whereas the initial 

improvements in the CMT were lost. This suggests that EFT couples were connecting at a 

more satisfying and closer level and continued to increase their intimacy when the 

therapist was no longer present. Disclosure of vulnerability is minimized in CMT, and in 

EFT it is an essentiai element of intervention- These results suggest that understanding 

enhances closeness, but unless affect is aiso addressed, the closeness is short lived 

(Dandeneau & Johnson, 1994). James (1991) is the only study that assessed 

communication when added to EFT. The EFT plus communication level was equaily 

effective as the EFT only treatment, and it appears to have higher consumer satisfaction. 

Predictors of success foIIowing eight sessions of EFT and at follow-up are a 

positive alliance with the therapist and client perception of the task of promoting 

emotional engagement as relevant. The fernales' trust in their parmers appears to be an 

important predictor, as couples satisfied at follow up tended to be those in wtùch the 

females reported a higher level of trust of their partner at intake (Johnson & Talitman, 

1997). 

Emotionaiiy Focused Therapy (EFT) has been applied to severai kinds of 

problems and populations. Couples with chronicaily iI1 children are at an increased risk 
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for expeciencing marital stress. EFT was observed to be effective in decreasing marital 

stress in these couples and these effects were maintained at a five-month follow-up. 

Longer follow-up was not an option (Gordon-Waiker, Johnson, Manion, & Cloutier, 

1996). Viewing bulimia fiom the theoretical perspective of attachrnent described by John 

Bowlby, EFT was applied to create more secure attachment in farnilies of adolescents 

with bulimia (Johnson, Maddeaux, & Blouin, 1998). This perspective aiIowed for a 

greater focus on disengagement and insecurity as a source of distress and development of 

symptoms rather than on the concept of enmeshment. Although the n size of this study 

was smdl, treatment results were encouraging. 

Johnson and Taltiman (1997) examined the client variables of reiationship 

attachent quality, level of emotional self-disclosure, IeveI of interpersonal trust, and 

traditionality to the therapy outcome variables of marital adjustment and intimacy. Results 

of this study indicate that couples successfuI after 12 sessions of EFT and at follow-up 

were the ones who made a positive alliance with the thempist Authors of this shidy 

explained this result as the therapist understanding the tasks of EFT which promotes 

emotional engagement. Therapeutic alliance predicted successful outcome, including in 

particuiar, the couple's satisfaction. 

In a randomized mal with forty couptes using EFT (Denton, Burieson, Clark 

Rodriquez, & Hobbs, 2000) using novice therapists and with only eight sessions, EFT 

remained effective in irnproving maritai satisfaction, It proved effective in both between 

groups experimental study and within subjects replication study. Accepted pre-test T- 

scores for participant couples were those in the slightiy below average range. 
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Conclusion 

Emotionally Focused Couple Thenpy appears to be a mode1 that can fit for the 

individual who has expenenced semai abuse and her partner. It can create a heaiing 

environment that regulates negative affect and re-experiencing symptoms. The 

traumatized parmer in the couple may then be able to turn to her pamer for comfon and 

support. For example, instead of seifhurting she may be able to ask her parmer for 

security and connection. Connecting to a secure base M e r  protects the survivor from 

retraumatization. EFT can foster new Iearning ofconnection and secuity that is 

incompatible with the effects of trauma. As the trauma survivor is able to process 

flashbacks and the impact of trauma with her partner, this M e r  promotes the integration 

of trauma. Experiences of numbing rnay be less as she deveiops confidence in people she 

trusts and trusts herself to deal in more adaptive ways. EFT fosters a "hereness" vs. 

"ereness" engagement as the survivor connects and feels safe with her partner. As 

vaiidation is experienced and received h m  the supporthg partner, a new sense of self as 

worthy and competent is promoted. There is a significant difference in receiving 

validation from an individual therapist for one hour a week versus receiving vaiidation 

fiom her parmer at ail tirnes (Johnson, 2000). 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE PRACTICUM 

This chapter provides a description of the agency setting for the couples therapy 

intervention, information about the practicum comminee and the participant selection, an 

overview of the couple work, and ends with the evaluation process. 

The Setting 

The setting for this practicum was the Laurel Centre Iocated on 62 Sherbrook 

Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba. which is the clinicianlpracticurn student's pIace of 

employment. The Laurel Centre, forrnerly known as the Women's Post Treatment Centre 

was established in 1985 as an agency that provided counselling to wornen who had 

experienced childhood or adolescent sexuai abuse and who use compulsive coping 

behaviours. The idea for such an agency grew out of the experiences of eight women 

working in the addictions field who were concerned about the number of their femaie 

clients who were struggiing with the dual issues of addiction and childhood sexual abuse. 

The mission statement of the Laurel Centre is: 

1. To enable the provision of counseiiïng services for women who have experienced 

childhood or adolescent s e d  vicamization and want to resolve long terrn effects of the 

abuse. The agency recognizes compuIsive coping behaviours as one of the long-term 

consequences related to unresolved trauma 

2, To address the issue of societal denial - of the seriousness and prevalence of the 
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probIem of childhood sexuai abuse - and the detrimental long term effects (one of which 

is compulsive coping behaviours) (The Laurel Cenw, Annual Report, 2000). 

The philosophy of The Laurel Centre is: 

that women have a right to sociai, poliacai, and ecoaomic equality and power 

that childhood sexual abuse hrts a Iong-temi damaging eEect over one's well- 

being (physicai, emo tional, social, spirituai, intellecttd), and one of these 

effects is the adoption of compulsive coping behaviours 

that problematic adaptation is a consequence of inadequate resources and 

supports, rather than a reflection of deficiencies within the woman 

that women have the right to choose the course of their own heding process 

Given these beliefs, The Laurel Centre provides counselling which allows women 

to understand the context of their Iives and to make the link benveen their compulsive 

coping behaviors and the trauma experienced in their childhood. This understanding 

empowers thern to make life affirming choices and to resoIve the impact of trauma by 

integrating ptiysical, emotionai, social. spiritud, and intelIectud aspects of self in conten 

(The Laurel Cenue, 2000). 

Clients of The Laurel Centre are either self-referred or are referred through various 

other community or sociai services agencies. The fint point of contact for clients is a brief 

intake interview on the teiephone to determine if the woman mets the mandated criteria 

of experiencing cfix'ldhood or adolescent s d  abuse and impacred by compulsive coping 

behaviors, Compulsive coping may cover a wide range of behavioun such as alcohol 

abuse, dnig abuse, gambüng, shopping, and overworhg. Fouowing the intake, women 
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are then placed on a wait list. Currentiy, the wait List is eighteen rnonths long. Upon 

nearing the top of the wait list, women have the option of participating in a three session 

pre-counselling orientation or a parenting group within the agency. Wornen who do not 

wish to be involved in a pre-counselling orientation or a parenting group rnay begin 

individual therapy. The Laurel Centre stdfhave found that many clients have a long 

history of help seeking fiorn addiction and mental hedth services. The agency works with 

approximately 300 women per year, with the average length of service being twelve 

months (The Laurel Centre, 2000). 

The Laurel Centre offen a variety of services to women: individual counselling, 

group experience, and coupie counseiling. Treatment and therapeutic plans are developed 

collaborately by the therapist and the individud client. Several therapy and educational 

groups are offered each year at The Laurel Centre. The groups presentiy offered within the 

agency are: pre-counselling orientation; journey into heding group; parenting program; 

semaiity group; positive coping group, aspect of self group, and anger group (The Laurel 

Centre, 2000). 

The Laurel Centre is involved with three other projects that specifically target 

the youth population. There is a youth counselhg program airned at the specific needs of 

younger women between the ages of sixteen to twenty-four. The second is a Girls 

Outreach program, run in co-operation with The Andrews Street FamiIy Centre. The Girls 

Outreach program is intended to provide supportive education to young girls ages seven 

to sixteen in developing self-esteem and confidence, and to gain information about issues 

of violence and abuse. Most recently, the Girls Outteach program has won the Covernor 
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Generals Award for Crime Prevention. A third program has been recently developed 

which trains young women fiom the ages of &£leen to nineteen to provide mentoring for 

the young girls in the Outreach Program (The Laurel Centre, 2000). 

The Laurel Centre provides workshops and training to other agencies funded by 

the Family Violence Prevention Branch (Department of Family Services, Manitoba) 

regarding childhood sexual abuse and its long term impact on survivors. The Laurel 

Centre is aiso involved in the Winnipeg Developrnent Agreement and provides 

supervision to five satellite programs aimed at providing services to women who have 

experienced domestic vioIence and are impacted by compulsive coping behaviours. 

Of particular importance to this practicum is the couple's therapy program. This 

p r o p  was developed in 1996 - 1997 h m  a pilot project h d e d  by The United Way 

and has now become part of the regular thenpy services offered at The Laurel Centre. 

Dificulty with relationship skills such as trust, intimacy, sexuality, and communication 

are often pivotal issues facing our clients, particularly as change occurs during their 

therapy. The Laurel Centre believes that it is necessary for the continued growth of our 

clients to aiso experience growth in their relationships. 

Participant Sekction and Intake 

The clients seen at The Laurel Centre are women who expenenced childhood or 

adolescent se& abuse. Referrais of couples meeting these criteria were provided by the 

therapists at the Laurel Centre. Criteria for inclusion for the practicum study were: (a) the 

femde partner must have experienced childhood semial abuse trauma; (b) the femaie 
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partuer must be seen for individual therapy at the Laurel Centre; and (c) the couple must 

be experiencing dificulties in their relationship. This process was open to both 

h e t e r o s e d  and homosexual couples. Critena for exclusion for the practicum study 

were: (a) on-going physical violence occuning in the relationship; and (b) excessive use 

of alcohol or drugs that would impede functioning in a relationship and in therapy 

sessions. 

During the intake session, couples were informed of the practicum and if 

appropriate, were offered counselling regardless of their choice to participate or not. 

Participants signed a consent form that allowed the information îiom their therapy 

process and their evaluation to be included in the practicum report and which gave 

consent to the video taping of sessions (Appendix A). As part of the intake, participating 

coup1es dsa completed the Dyadic Adjument Scale (Spanier, 1976). During the intake 

process, participants were informed about the therapeutic intervention. Although Johnson 

(1996) descnbes EFT as a short-term process of 8 - 20 sessions, she recognizes that this 

process takes longer with trauma survivors, The number of sessions was specific to each 

couple's needs. 

Summary of the Intervention 

During this practicum experience I worked with eight couples for a varying 

numbers of sessions (Table 1). Couple one and coupIe two will be described in Mer 

detail in the aualysis chapter. 



TabIe 1 

Demographic Information of Couples 

Note C = CoupIes 

* = Dropped out 

C 
+ 

1 

2 

3 
* 

4 
* 

- 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Name 

Kim 
Alex 

Jennifer 
Bnd 

Lori 
Max 

Wendy 
Peter 

Juiia 
Ben 

Nadie  
Don 

Linda 
Shane 

Rene 
John 

Age 
Category 

40 - 44 
40 - 44 

25 - 29 
25 - 29 

40 -44 
45 - 47 

30 - 34 
40 - 44 

25 - 29 
25 - 29 

40 -44 
40 -44 

35 - 39 
35-39 

35-39 
35 - 39 

Ethnicity 

Caucasian 
Caucasian 

Caucasian 
Caucasian 

Caucasian 
Caucasian 

Caucasian 
Caucasian 

Caucasian 
Caucasian 

incorne 
Category 

10,000 - 15,000 
40,000 - 45,000 

NfA 
30,000 - 35,000 

NfA 
40,000 - 45,000 

25,000 - 30,000 
35,000 - 40,000 

15,000 - 20,000 
35,000 - 40,000 

0 - 10,000 

Relationship S tatus 

Caucasian Caucarian 1 0 - 10,000 

Pr e 

Married 

Married 

Married 

Common 
Law 

Married 

Significant 
Otkr  

Cornmon - 
Law 

Significant 
Other 

Aboriginal 
Me tis 

Mixed 
Caucasian 

Post 

Separated 

Married 

Married 

Common 
Law 

biarried 

Significant 
Other 

Common 
Law 

Separated 

15,000 - 20,000 
15,000 - 20,000 

20,000 - 25,000 
20,000 - 25,000 
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Of the eight couples, couple one and couple eight ended their partner 

relationships. A significant segment of the couple therapy work for couple one was the 

process of unattaching after a period of twenty plus yem. With couple eight, Rene was 

clear about wanting to end the abuse cycle in her Iife. Her fear of being aione kept her 

trapped in a compromishg relationskip. She was able to provide John with respecthi 

feedback about his behaviour which he chose to use as an oppomuiity to take action. The 

goal of couple therapy work is to provide a safe nurturing connection. If that is not 

possible, a successfui resolution rnay necessitate ending the relationship. 

in this practicurn, two couples withdrew from the couple therapy work. 

Couple three withdrew abruptly after two sessions. Although there was a significant 

attachment injury to resolve, the fear of being close may have also contributed to this. 

Couple four participated in rwelve sessions and ended by not returning after a requested 

break, These couples appeared to be affected most by the childhood semai abuse in tems 

of their ability to form safe and comecting relationships. Often, the marital distress is less 

threatening than the unknown fear of re-creating a new experience bonding experience.To 

experience ernotional and sexual intimacy rnay be too t eMing .  

Coupie Three 

Lori and Max attended two coupie counselIing sessions and each participated an 

individual intake session. 1 had been Lori's individual therapist for a three year penod and 

a reoccurring focus in her individud work was the marital distress in their relationship. 

When it began to consume the individuai work, 1 recommended couple therapy. At the 
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Laurel Centre, 1 am the only therapist doing couple therapy. Lori refused to access couple 

therapy elsewhere. Three months prior to beginning couple work Lori had transferred to 

another therapist at The Laurel Centre and agreed to participate in the practicurn process. 

in the initial couple session rapport was established quickly. Both identifïed that they had 

problems with communication and sexual intimacy. They did not feel connected to each 

other at ail and sIept in separate bedrooms. Max's experience of the relationship was that 

he could not ever do anything right. Lori had corne to a place in individual therapy that she 

realized she needed to deal with the "unsaid things" in her relationship. 

Lori and Mau were a dual trauma couple; both had experienced difficult 

childhoods. Lon expenenced long term childhood sexual abuse by several perpetntors and 

had never felt safe in childhood. Her parents never protected her, being too consumed with 

the violence in their relationship. When she met Ma. she felt safe and accepted. Max 

described his childhood experience as dacult. He never expected to get mamed until he 

met Lori, and feil in love with her. 

Their cycle consisted of Mau withdrawing and Lori pursuing by blaming and being 

criticai. Max stated he felt like he could never Say anything right and often would not 

respond. He uxd sarcasm to Say what he needed to Say. When he got angri at Lon he 

wouId deliberately ignore her by h g  up the volume on the T.V. Lori admitted to 

veniing her anger on Max. She described feeling desperate when he would not respond to 

her and would become enraged. 

In the secoud session, Lon stated that she wanted to know that Max supported her. 

b o n  exploration of what she wanted to do, Lon stated that she wanted to share a p d  
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experience that occuned in their relationstiip several years ago. 1 vaiidated for Lori that 

this seemed to be a significant issue for her and asked ifshe felt ready to do so at this eady 

stage of the couple work. Lori insisted that this issue be cleared up before couple therapy 

went any M e r .  Max stated he wanted to do a n m g  to make this relationship work. 

When 1 explored what Lori needed fiorn Max to know that he supported her, she reIated 

that she wanted him to side with her, not bis famiiy. Lori recounted the incident when she 

had been sexually assaulted by Max's brother and wanted to press charges against him. 

She wanted to get a restraining order against him too. At that time, Max did not want ber 

to do so. Unfortunately, in session Max denied that he did not want to press charges or get 

a restraining order. Lori was visibly upset by Max's response in session. 1 attempted to 

maintain neutrality in session by vaiidahg her experience, and validating how diEcult it 

was for Max to see her in so much emotionai pain. M e n  Lori regained composure, 1 

attempted to explore what she needed from Max at that moment. She was unable to 

answer. 

Before the next session, Lon cancelied the appointment. Lon stated that "1 do not 

want to be with someone who does not want to admit to what his brother did". She M e r  

explained "that i've had to deai with people Iike that all my Iife". Atternpts to have them 

come in to work through this were unsuccesfi. This was obviousIy a painful attachment 

injury for Lon and unfortunately not being supported by Max in session re-opened old 

wounds for her. 

The pre-treatment T-scores on the the Dyadic Adjument Scaie indicated a 

&iressed reiaiiu~fii~p, a iüi$ T-s~ü- kr Lfi~ < 20 z d  l.2;~; of 34- 3& p!zcts 
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their scores in the 'tery much below average range" and "much below average" categories 

respectively. The DAS indicated high level of martial distress which fit what 1 observed in 

session. 

In reflection of this difficult incident, 1 learned that 1 needed to clarifj what exactly 

Lori expected fiom Max. I ieamed that 1 needed to ensure that Max was prepared to and 

able to do so. A part of me feels that 1 let Lori down, just like rnany other people in her 

life. 1 learned the importance of slowing things down in couple work with people who 

have experienced trauma. From my individual work with Lori, 1 would guess that primary 

emotions embedded in their cycle would be fear of abandonment for Max and terror of 

being close for Lori. 

Coude Four 

Wendy and Peter paücipated in twelve sessions. M e r  twelve sessions, they 

requested a break and did not return. In the twelve sessions, the change in the first shiR 

cycle de-escalation, was beginning to occur. Their interaction cycle ilustrated a blame- 

withdraw pattern. The pre-treatrnent T-scores on the the Dyadic Adjustment Scale 

indïcated a distressed reIationship, with a total T-score for Wendy of 32 and for Max of 

33. The DAS indicated hi& level of martial distress which fit what 1 observed in session. 

T a t e  et al. (2001) suggest that addressing behavioural self- management skills such as 

Listening skills, and impulse control are a prelude to assisting highly chaotic couples. This 

would have benefited this couple and pethaps wodd have been a more effective starting 

pok. 
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Coude Five 

Julia and Ben participated in twelve coupie therapy sessions. Julia had completed 

individual counselling and wanted to be pro-active about her relationship with Ben. Ben 

enthusiaçticdly shared in her concern and was vested in avoiding relationships like his 

parents or Julia's parents. The pre-treatment DAS T- scores reflected some maritai 

distress, with a total T-score of 44 for Juiia and for Mau of 48. This places their scores in 

the range of "slightly below average" and in the range of "average" respectively. After the 

intervention both their T-scores were in the "slightly above average range". Issues relevant 

for Julia and Ben were communication, finances, disagreement on when to have children, 

and in-laws. 

Julia desired more croseness with Ben, and had wanted to start a family. More time 

together as a couple was difficult to do when Ben worked sixty plus hours a week. Julia 

reached out to her farnily to do things because Ben was unavailabie. AIthough Ben agreed 

about having a family, he felt they were still newlyweds and did not want that to change. 

They were committed to each other and to the concept of mariage. 

The issue of closeness raised different concerns for them. Ben feIt that being close 

or wanting closeness made you vulnerable. Julia was close to her family and relied on 

them for emotionai support. In their interactional cycle for intimacy she pursued Ben, and 

he distanced by keeping busy at work. Julia would respond by spending more time with 

her family which Ben resented. He judged Juiia as behig "daddy's girl". Julia assured him 

that she wanted closeness and if he was not around, she m e d  to her family. This was 

resoived when Ben prioriiizeci iris ~iauonsiiip wiih Juiia. Tney icirieti io speiiti eijüpie 
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time together doing projects around the house and having fun. Ben felt more cornfortable 

having connection with Julia when he realized the he had to "work" at having a 

meanin* relationship. 

Julia and Ben lacked effective cornniunication skilis. Their interactional style 

around conflict consisted of hirn pursuhg her, and being direct with what he had to Say. 

Juiia wouid withdraw, and not know what she was feeling. Ben would have to give her 

feedback about what he noticed about her body laquage. As we worked on 

communication skills, Ben admitted to needing to be defensive to protect himself. He 

realized the significance of having a safe bond with each other. A shift for them in their 

communication came when they realized they were name calling during a disagreement 

and were able to step back and laugh at themsdves. In session they role played scenarios 

that they çtniggled with at home. For example, Julia wouid activeiy negotiate spending 

more time with Ben by directly asking and setting a plan. They would set aside time to 

connect and touch base daily, which made it easier to deal with confiictuai issues. 

Ben and Julia were stiil Leamhg how to balance spendig time alone and spending time 

together as a couple. 

As a young couple, they had to deveIop some cornfort about setting boundaries 

with their parents. Ben resented Julia's ongoing conceding to her parents. 1 asked Ben if 

there was one person in his Me he had difnculty saying no to. He quickly responded his 

deceased grandmother because of the cnist he had in her and her strength. 1 asked him how 

he would respond to her if she were dl alive and wanted to spend tirne with her. He 

understood how JuIia felt pulled by giving into her parents because she cared for them. 
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Julia agreed to work at making decisions for herself instead of constantly checking in her 

with her farnily. Ben and Julia worked at respondiig from a responsible adult place with 

her parents. For Julia this meant being assertive. Ben worked at engaging in conversation 

and participating when he was at their home. in the past, he would pout because he fek left 

out of things. 

A nimber of sessions were spent exploring expectations and myths about 

relationships. Together they explored the impact of gender roles and how that scripted 

their expectations of each other. For Juiia, being a woman meant that she had to take 

things as they came, acquiesce to a male role, and cook meals. For Ben this meant working 

hard, being financially responsible, and planning for the future. As a couple they worked at 

definhg what marriage meant to them. They discussed what they did not want to repeat 

fiom what they observed in their parents relationship and other married relationships in 

their lives. Together they created what they wanted as partnership. 

The impact of the childhood sexuai abuse on Julia was her difficulty in connecting 

with herself. She smiggled with identifjing the emotions she was experiencing. Julia was 

unsure of her identity, desperately wanting a child to give meaning in her life. Her work in 

couple sessions was to articulate what her needs were in this relationship. 

This couple's enthusiasm and cornmiûnent was refieshing. They were pro-active 

about their relationship, and aware of the patterns they did not want to repeat. Neither of 

them had expenenced any attachment injuries in their relationship. At this ear1y stage of 

their maritai relationship they were cognizant of the social responsibilities of a partnership. 

My Iast contact with them was when they called to Ulform me that they were expecting a 



baby in the summer months, 

Coude Six 

Nadine and Don participated in tweIve couple therapy sessions. The pre-treatment 

DAS T-scores reflected a distressed relationship, with a total T-score of 34 for Nadine and 

30 for Don. These scores placed them both in the much "below average range". The post - 
treatment DAS T- scores of 37 for Nadine and 20 for Don placed them in the "below 

average" and "very much below averagey' category. The couple work ceased when Nadine 

was hospitalized. Although he wanted to support her through this, Don decided to end the 

relationship. He was dealing with a serious physical aliment himself and was 

overwhelmed by Nadine's illness, When he completed the post treatrnent data this was the 

status of their re:ationship, Nadine completed her post treatment data four months later 

and informed me that they were back together. 

This couple were both arnbivdent about being in relationship. I waç surprked to 

hear that they reunited a few weeks after theù break-up. The energy that was required to 

deai with their ailments depleted them. Nadine identified her fear of abandonment as 

predominant. Don had difficulty saying no to people, consequently he was takeil advantage 

of. She resented the time Don spent heIpiog other peopIe. in session, Don Iearned to 

prioritize his own needs and prioritize his relationships. Both worked on communication 

skills and resolving conflict. 
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Coude Seven 

Linda and Shane participated in ten couple therapy sessions. Their attendance was 

sporadic due to Linda's impossibly busy schedule and babysitter problems. The pre- 

treatment scores on the DAS reflected a high Ievel of martial distress, with a T-score total 

of 36 for Linda and 32 for Shane. This places their scores in the range of "below average" 

and "much below average" respectiveiy. M e r  the intervention, their T-score totals of 33 

for Linda and 37 for Shane placed hem in the "much below average" and "below averageii 

range respectively. At the colIection of data for the post scores, Linda's life was extremely 

stressful and unmanageable with exarns, hectic work schedule, financial pressures and 

increased flashbacks fiom childhood sexual abuse. Shane's scores accurately reflect his 

continued fear of abandonment as Linda distanced herself because of the s e d  abuse 

flashbacks. The client satisfaction s w e y  reflected that they found the couple work 

helpfid, particularly benefiting fiom the increased communication skills. They 

acknowledged that they needed continuing work but were unable to continue due to 

increased situational demands. 

Linda and Shane were a dual trauma coupie. Shane was abandoned as a chiId by 

his mother. He poignantiy recalls waiting in an empty house for days waiting for her to 

retum. îh i s  significant event impacted on his abiIity to trust in relationships. Linda was 

experiencing flashbacks during semai intimacy and requested no sex contact whde she 

was heaiing. Semai intimacy was the o d y  way Shane felt safe connecting, and he 

experienced the no sema1 contact as a rejection of him. As Lindais work and school 

pressures increased, her flashbacks aiso increased. She would tûrther distance from Qliane 
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who responded by increasing his coatrolling behaviours. Shane used negative coping 

behaviours which further increased their financial stressors. Linda was responsible for the 

f m c i a l  obligations and this m e r  increased her stress. The impact of increased 

situational stresses and intnphysic pressures for both partners escaiated their withdraw - 

distancing and attack-blame interactional patterns. There had been previous issues of 

physical violence in this relationship. During intake, Linda stated that Shane no longer 

physically hurt her. Shane stated he learned his lesson and this was no Longer an issue for 

them. With permission from Linda, her individual therapist expressed safety concerns for 

Linda. When 1 met with Linda individually, she stated she was not concerned and wanted 

to continue couple work. The couple work ceased because of Linda's schedule but I 

continued with a few individual sessions with Shane to assess this situation. 

Despite these issues, this couple were loyal and connected to each other. They 

conveyed how it was them against the world and they wanted to improve the Iives of their 

cbildren. Although chaotic, the strength in this couple was a testimony to the resiliency of 

the human spirit. Shane would have benefited fiom individual work to deal with his issues 

of abandonment and chiIdhood sexual abuse. 

Courile Eieht 

Rene and John participated in eight couple therapy sessions. They had been dating 

each other for about a year and were experiencing high levels of relarionship distress. 

They both viewed couples therapy as a "make it or break it" for their relationship, 

consequently Rene ended the reIationship afker eight sessions. In couple sessions she 
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realized she was settling for a relationship out of her fear of being alone. 

The pre-treatment T-scores on the DAS indicated a distressed relationship, with a 

total T-score for Rene of 36 and for John of M . This places their scores in the "below 

average range" and "slightly below average" categorics respectively. The post-treatment 

post T scores on the were 24 for Rene and 43 for John, which placed their scores in the 

%ery much below average" and "slightly below average respectively". These divergent 

expeciences of the relationship were reflected in their therapy work. 

Rene was overburdened with the speciai needs of her children and experienced his 

need to be with her constantly as engulfig. Since her past relationships were emrnely  

volatile and physically violent, initialIy she experienced John as cairn and supportive. As 

she processed the frustration she was experiencing she recognized thar he was 

psychoIogically and emotionally abusive. John described his relationship experience as 

positive. He viewed their '%ghMgy' as normal. Their interaction cycle consisted of John 

pursuing to connect sexuaily but withdrawing emotionally. When there was confTict, they 

usually began discussing things rationaiiy but digressed to shouting and name calhg.  

When Rene wanted to connect emotionally, John wouid withdraw and then becorne 

criticai and blaming if she kept pursuing. When John was unhappy with his day, he wouid 

be critical and judgmentai of her. Rene compared their interaction cycle to an abuse cycle. 

There wouid eventudly be an explosion and they wouid withdraw for severai days. 

Experiencing violence in the home as a child, she was adamantly ciear about not w a h g  

to expose her children to this. 

It was important to £i-ame John's experience fiom a gender perspective. He grew up 
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being builied at home by his dad and by the kids at school, very quickly Iearning to stuff 

his emotions. His experience with depression and an workplace injury contributed to his 

feelings of being a failure. Although he had been in a number of unhappy relationships, he 

believed that a woman was just supposed to be there for you. Relationships just happened. 

In the last session, Rene decided to end the relationship, although it took several 

weeks for the final break-up. John went back into a men's treatrnent program to further 

address some of his behaviour. After several months, Rene met an individual and was for 

the first tirne in her relationship experience, actuaily going through the progression of 

acquahtance to dating. She stated she was consciously aware of breaking a pattern of 

getting involved too quickly to avoid being aione. 

My work with this couple reinforced that sometimes people stay in relationships 

because they are afraid of being aione, Rene would end their relationship, and request he 

not call. John would cd1 and Rene would let him back into her Life when she felt lonely. 

John did not hear Rene's experience in the relationship which was m e r  reinforced by 

her setting boundaries and not foIIowing through. She wouid tell him the impact of his 

hurtful comments and name cailing. M e n  he continued to escaiate she would ask him to 

leave, but let hirn back into her home when she felt lonely, This emphasized the 

importance exploring the mixed messages in the pusWpulI dynarnics. Although it was 

important to honour John's experience through a gender lem, he had to take ownersbip of 

his abusive behaviour. However, he felt victimized by Rene's response to his behaviour. 
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The Practicum Cornmittee 

The practicum cornmittee consisted of Dr. Diane Hiebert-Murphy, acadeniic 

advisor f?om the Faculty of Social Work at the University of Manitoba; MarIene Richert, 

M.S.W., Clinicai Supervisor, New Directions and adjunct professor of the University of 

Manitoba, and Ellen Tabisz, M.S.W., former Executive Director of The Laurel Centre. 

Clinical supervision was provided by Marlene Richert for two hours on a biweekly 

basis. Supervision consisted of viewing video tapes of sessions with discussion on client 

sessions for the week, Sessions were documented after each session. Files were maintained 

for each couple with updated weekly session reports, couple evaiuation reports, and a 

closing surnmary at end of therapy. The therapist adhered to the guidelines for The Laurel 

Centre on client file security, For the purpose of the practicum writeup the therapist 

devised her own process notes. 

The Evaluation 

The evaiuation is based on a one group pretest - post-test. The Dyadic Adjument 

Scale was administered by the therapist before and after treatment. The client satisfaction 

scale devised by the therapist was encIosed in a stamped return envelope addressed to the 

clinical supervisor of the practicum. That process hopefidiy allowed for honest feedback 

by the participants. The client satisfaction scale was helpful in obtaining a picture of the 

couple's subjective experience of therapy, of as myselfa therapist, and of The Laure1 

Centre as a faciiity. 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the intervention, EFT for Couples, the Dyadic 
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Adjustment Scale (DAS, Spanier, 1976) was administered. This scale is a widely used 

global assessrnent of reiationship satisfaction. The DAS total provides an overail index of 

the severity of the dimess and refiects the couples' level of satisfaction. 

The Dyadic Adjustment Scaie (DAS) is weIl researched and accepted for its ease 

in administration. This scale was deveioped by Graham B. Spanier (1976) to serve as a 

rapid rneasure of the adjustment of parmers in any committed couple relationskip. It is a 

32-item self-report inventor- intended to masure adjustment in close relationships. 

Scores range fiom O to 151, with higtier scores rellecting a better relationship and any 

score at 97 or below indicating poor relationship adjustment. The following are the 

interpretive guidelines for the T-scores: above 70 is very much above average, 66 to 70 is 

much above average, 61 to 65 is above average, 56 to 60 is slightly above average, 45 to 

55 is average, 40 to 44 is srightly below average, 35 to 39 is beIow average. 30 ta 34 is 

much below average, and below 30 is very much below average. The DAS total score is 

the s u  of four intercorrelated but distinct subscdes (dyadic satisfaction, dyadic cohesion, 

dyadic consensus, and affectional expression). This scaie c m  be compteted in j ust a few 

minutes, and is easily incorporated into a self-administered questionnaire (Spanier, 1976). 

Retiability means the consistency of measurements. As a total score, the DAS has 

impresçive internai consistency, with an alpha of .96. The subscdes have fair to excellent 

intemal consistency: Dyadic Satisfaction @S) -94, Dyadic Cohesion @coh) .8 1, Dyadic 

Concensus @con) ,90, and Affectional E.xpression (AE) .73 (Corcoran & Fisher, 1987). 

Reliability was determined for each of the component scaIes as weU as the totd scaie ta 

ensure a comprehensive dyadic adjustment scaie with identifiable and empiricaily verïfied 
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components (Spanier, 1976). 

The validity of an instrument is the extent it is measuring what it is supposed to 

measure. The insmment was first checked with logical content vaiidity procedures. The 

DAS has also stiown known-group validity by discriminithg between married and 

divorced couples on each item. The instrument also has evidence of concurrent validity, 

correlating with the Loche-Wallace Marital Scale (Corcoran & Fisher, 1987). To ensure 

content vaiidity items were evaiuated by three judges. Criteria for including the items 

were: (a) relevant meaues  of dyadic adjustment for contempoq relationships; (b) 

consistent ctith the nominal def*tions suggested by the author for adjustment and its 

components (satisfaction, cohesion, consensus and af3ecuond expression); and (c) 

carefully worded with appropriate fixed responses. Criterion-related validity was tested by 

adrninistering the scaie to a sample of divorced persons and a sample of married Fersons 

and each of the 32 items in the scale correlated significantiy with the externai criterion of 

the marital statu. Constnrct vaiidity was tested and established by comparing the DAS 

with other previousLy used marital adjustment scdes, it was M e r  established through 

factor anaiysis of the h d  32-item scde and the four interrelated components (dyadic 

satisfaction, dyadic cohesion, dyadic consensus, and affectionai expression) were found to 

Since its inception in 1976, the DAS had been widety used in resexch 

applications. Eddy, Hepan, and Weiss ( 1% 1) addressed two fundamental issues with 

the DAS:(a) is it a measure of measure of unidimensional "satisfaction" or is it a measure 

of multidimensiod adjustment; and (b) how well does the DAS classify couples as 
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"distressed" or nondistressed", The results supported the DAS as a multidimensional 

measure of a couple relationship. Evidence supports the DAS in being able to discriminate 

between distressed and nondistressed coupies. Eddy, et ai. (199 1) concluded that it does 

what it is intended to do. Kurdek (1992) assessed the reliability and validity of the four 

subscores derived frorn the DAS with samples from both partners of 538 married 

heterosexual couples and 197 cohabiting homosexual couples. This study found the 

reliability data for each subscore acceptable. DAS scores compared to four other measures 

of relationship quality supporting convergent validity. Evidence supponed the 

multidirnensional nature of the DAS, concIuding this it is better to use the subscores 

separately. Kurdrek (1992) concluded that the subscaie of Satisfaction is reliable and valid 

enough to stand on its own- Carey, Spector, Lantinga and b u s e  (1993) M e r  

supponed that the DAS and its four subscaies are internally consistent and stable. ï h e  

DAS has shown the ability to discrininate between couples who remain together and those 

who divorce, thus measuring maritai stabiliy (Vaughn & Matyasik, 1999). 

The client satisfaction s w e y  (Appendx B) is a qualitative measure that alIows 

for participant response about their therapy experience. It provided feedback on what was 

helpful about the therapy process, the changes they were aware of, what has stayed the 

sarne in the reIationship, and if the coupie therapy program at The Laurel Centre was 

helpful. 

Although DAS scores and the client feedback may reflect little change in the 

couple relationship, therapy provides clients with a language to talk about their problems 

and creates an awareness for the need for change that may not have been there in the 



beginnùlg of the sessions. Ofien clients need time to integrate the changes in their 

relationships, thus a longer period of  time may be necessary to reflect this. 



Appendix A 

CONSENT FOR PARTICIPATION AND RECORDiNG OF COUPLE SESSIONS 

1 understand that the Couple Therapy sessions are being offered as part 

of Deborah Palmer's Masters of Social Work degree. 

1 understand that 1 will not be identified by name in the practicum 

report and that any identiQing information will be rnodified to protect 

my confidentiality. 

I give permission for the therapy sessions to be videotaped with the 

understanding that the therapy session tapes rnay be viewed by a clinicd 

supervisor. 

I understand that the video tapes will be evsiluated only for the 

therapists effectiveness and to assist in treatment planning. 

I understand that the video tapes wilI be stored in n secure location at 

The Laurel Centre and will be erased a t  the end of the couple therapy 

work 

Signed: 

Therapist: 

Date: 



CLIENT SATISFACTION SCALE 

In order to help improve the services we provide a t  the Laurel Centre, please answer the following 

questions. We are interested in your honest opinions, whether they are positive or negative. 

PLEASE ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS. Thank-you very much for the time you have taken 

in completing this survey. 

1. What was the main reason for coming for therapy? 

2. How often did you feel you got the kind of help you needed in thenpy sessions? 

Circle one: a) always b) usually c) sometimes d) rarely 

3. Was the therapy helpful in providing ways for you to understand your problems better? 

Circle one: a) always b} usuaIIy c) sometimes d) nrely 

4. What has changed since you came for help? 

S. What has siayed the same? 
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6. What was rnost helpfut? 

7. Overall how helpful was the therapy erperience? 

Circle one: 3) helpful al1 the tirne b) heIpful most of the time c) helpful a little of 

the time d) not helpful at al1 

8. If you need help in the future would you corne back to Te Laurel Centre? 

Yes - No 

Please explain? 

9. If you could change one thing about your therapy experience, what would it be? 



CBAPTER FOtlR 

ANALYSIS 

Introduction 

In this chapter 1 will present an extensive analysis of the intervention process of 

two couples. The analysis will be organized around the three process shifts or change 

events identified in EFT: cycle de-escaiation, withdrawer engagement, and blarner 

softening. 1 will also discuss my learning in each of the cases. The f ~ s t  couple, Kim and 

Aiex, were seen for approximately thirty-six sessions over a period of ten months. In 

addition to the couple sessions, each was seen for approximately four individual sessions, 

once during intake and at times of impasse in the couple work. During the process of 

couples therapy, Kim decided that they needed to %nattach" fiom each other and go their 

separate ways. The second couple Jennifer and Brad were seen weekly for approximately 

tweny sessions over a period of six months, and each once individually during intake. 

These two couples were committed to the therapy process and both had significant 

attachent issues. 

Couple One 

Background information 

Kim and Alex were referred for couple therapy work by Kim's therapist at The 

Laurel Centre. Kim had been diligentIy involved in individual therapy for three years and 

during that time h e  had participated in the foliowing three groups at the agency: 

impact of sexual abuse, sexuality, and positive coping. She participated in the sexuality 
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group durhg the couple therapy. Kim continued to see her individuaI therapist reguiariy 

during the couple work. 

Kim and Alex, both in their forties, have been manied for twenty years and have 

two children, an adult daughter and an adolescent son. They first met when Kim was an 

adolescent and Aiex was a young adult, and manied a few years later. Kim and Aiex 

agreed that their relationship assumed traditionai roles with Kim at home with the 

children and Alex working to provide for their financiai needs. A pivotai factor in their 

relationship has been Aiex's abuse of aicohol for twenty years and his recent journey into 

sobriety for the Last three years. Kim said that she had stopped enabling Alex's drinking 

and stopped waiting for him to connect with her. Prier to that, she pursued him for 

closeness and intimacy. Kim's role in the relationship changed when Aiex quit drinking. 

Previously, she was the one who reached out and pursued him. Alex's sobriety shifted this 

dynamic in their relationship. When he began pursuing Kim for intimacy and connectioa 

she described her world as falling apart. Kim experienced severe depression and was 

hospitalized, At this point, she began her healing process fiom the impact of semal abuse. 

Kim had separated fiom Aiex for a six month penod a few years ago. She moved into her 

own apartment but they continued to have daily contact. When Kim moved back in with 

Alex, they sold their previous home and purchased another one. They continued their 

relationship without resoIving anything. Aithough they have been married for twenty plus 

years, Alex mted that he felt that their relationship began when he quit drinking about 

three years ago. 

A number of issues have impacted on Kim fiom her farmly of origin. Kim was 
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sexuaily abused by her father and by her much older brother. Her mother was emotionai 

and physicai unavailable due to depression for which she was often hospitalized. Kim was 

affected by the suicide of a sibiing. Kim was put in the middIe of her parents' marital 

problems that resulted in her feeling responsible for their emotional needs. Kim has a 

history of diagnosed depression for which she was hospitaiized. She was taking anti- 

depressant medication at the onset of couple therapy but over the course of the 

intervention stopped. 

Aiex was also impacted by a number of family of origin experiences. His father lefi 

home to work and Aiex assurned the role of "man of the house". He was sexually abused 

by his mother and sister. Aiex's mother and siblings experienced learning difficulties 

throughout their life, and Alex ~ a i i z e d  he was the "smart one" in the family. Aiex 

acknowledges that he had too much power for a child and no guidance growing up. 

Aiex's shame about the sexuai abuse I i i t e d  exploring the impact on hirn and their 

relationship. Alex recognized that drug and alcohoi use beginning at age twelve was a way 

for him to cope. He was aware that he used alcohor through most of his Iife to numb. Aiex 

left home at age sineen and "made it on my own". 

AnaIysis of the Couples Intervention 

Upon entering therapy, AIex and Kim wanted to resolve issues in theu 

relationship. They both recojpized that they had a history of" hurts" to work through. 

According to the pre-treatment scores on the DAS, Kim and Aiex experienced a 

distressed relationship. Kim's overaii ï-score for 6yaaic adjusimeni w t  33, whkh k :LU 
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the much below average category. Aiex's T-score of 21 suggests that his assessrnent of 

overall dyadic adjustment was very much berow average. 

Kim and Alex were aware that their history together had left them feeling distant 

and discomected. They identified their stniggles as the following: the impact of Kim's 

childhood sexuai abuse, the impact of Alex's abuse of alcohol on their relationship, and 

Alex's infidelity and dishonesty about his affairs. Alex was confident that they couid 

resolve their issues. Kim was ambivalent, struggiing with her need to pull away and her 

awareness that they had a history of hurts to work through. Kim recognized that her 

Ieflover anger was affecting her ability to trust. 

A core presenting problem for Aiex and Kim was their struggle for sexud 

intimacy. In individual therapy Kim was processing her semai abuse and experienced 

intrusive flashbacks while they were sexuaily intimate-This was normalized as the impact 

of sexuai abuse and Kim requested no sexuai contact, unies she initiated it. Aiex 

reluctantly agreed, but experienced the no sex cantract as a rejection of hirn. Alex was 

angry about Kim sleeping in a separate bedroom. Unable to hear that Kim was working 

through issues in therapy about semai abuse he felt that it was an excuse to distance Liom 

him. While they were able to negotiate safe physical and emotional connection, this did 

not always meet Alex's need for connection. 

Cvcle De-escalation 

The therapeutic tasks of the .ks t  shift of cycle de-escaiation are building a 

therapeutic alliance, identi@mg the core issues, ident iwg the cycle of interaction, and 

accessiag the underlying emotions of the interactional positions. 
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Initially, building an alliance with both Kim and Alex was a challenge. Aiex was 

somewhat uncornfortable being at "Kim's agency" for couples therapy. Given her history 

of individual and group work, focussing on the relationship was a different experience for 

Kim. 1 had to ensure that she did not become invisible in the process. It was helpfuI to 

understand these dynamics in terms of attachent theory - 
that seeking and maintainhg contact with others is a primary motivating principle 

in human beings. Dependency is an innate part of being human rather thm a 

childhood trait we grow out of as we mature. The buiiding bIocks of secure bonds 

are emotional accessibility and responsiveness. When the security of a bond is 

threatened, attachment behaviours are activated. If these behaviours fail to evoke 

responsiveness eorn the attachent figure, a prototypicai process of angry protest, 

clinging, despair, and fmally detachment occurs (Johnson. 1996, p. 19). 

Understanding their responses f?om this perspective ensured my position of 

neuiraiity in this process. This was an honouring way to h e  a couples' experience. 1 

was aware of my reaction to Alex when he demanded to have his sexual needs met. Aiex 

experienced rejection when he was not able to connect with Kim. 

ï h e  negative interaction cycle for thïs couple consisted of Alex pursuing and Kim 

withdrawing. At the point when they were distant fiom each other, Aiex would blarne and 

withdraw; Kim wouid eventuaily respond to this by discoanecting fiom her needs and 

placating Alex. In session, when they were at a difficdt impasse, Kim wouid take 

responsibility for everything, and acquiesce. When AIex feIt disconnected fiom Kim, he 

would be defensive and had d i c u i t y  accepting Kim's experience, ofien replying, "that rs 
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not entirely factuai". Using empathic conjecture, Aiex's confusion and distmt of Kim's 

differing expenence were identified as the underlying emotions to his defensive response. 

The following is an account of the underlying imer emotions and the interactional 

positions for Aiex in this cycle. When Alex expenenced distance Eiom Kim, he feit 

distrust and suspicion. He reacted by asking questions and investigating. Tnen Aiex 

expenenced greater distance with the underlying feelings of anger, fiutration, and 

abandonment which increased his defensiveness. To protect himself, AIex withdrew and 

wodd not talk to Kim, experiencing anxiety and anger. Alex identified that he was 

retaiiating, knowing that would get her attention. He would continue this "hard line" by 

not talking and not listening to her, and experienced underlying feelings of abandonment 

and anger. Being alone increased these feelings. When he could not tolerate feeling Ionely 

and afiaid, he would then start to talk to Kim. This would initiate them connecting but he 

would feel leery about this connection. 

The fotlowing is Kün 's  expenence in this negative interaction cycle and her 

underlying emotions: Kim was feeling at a strong point and was spending time on "herself 

and her process", and was not as available to Aiex. At this point she felt confortable with 

their connection. Kim was aware that Aiex became fiuitrated, and how he reacted by 

withdrawing and not being emotionally available. Kim began to feeI wrong for spending 

t h e  alone, and reacted by being defensive. Alex intensified his actions to get connection 

and to resoIve the tension, At this point she had to "deadenY' what she was feeling inside to 

meet his needs in the reIationship. Her feelings of insecurity intensified, She considered 

splitting up with him, often brïnging this up and then over the next few Oays s k  eoïit=iiiiccd 
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herseif that she could change to meet his needs. She narned this part in the cycle as "being 

submissive". 

This cycle of interaction, interactional positions and underlying emotions was 

h e d  in the context of the intirnacy problem experienced by Aiex and Kim. The cycle 

was further expanded to include Kim's experience of flashbacks and dissociation as part of 

her withdrawing position. Using empathic conjecture, Kim identified with her feeIings of 

worthlessness and how that M e r  silenced her. When she felt silenced, she would 

withdraw M e r  fiom Aiex. Alex's underlying feelings of being alone and abandoned 

were presented as his need for connection and safety. He resisted in acknowkdging how 

his response silenced Kim. in the past, since Kim was not aware that she dissociated, Alex 

would name Kim's experience for her. in the therapy process he wouId often respond, 

'?bat is not entirely factuai" when he did not agree with Kim's experience. Kim had 

difficulty connecting to herself and knowing her wants and needs. When Alex responded 

this way she would doubt and question herself. Using ernpathic conjecture, Kim connected 

with feeiings of distrust and was able to tell Alex what she needed fiom Km. Although 

Kim and Alex initially said they felt closer after the first shift, cycle de-escaiation, it was 

soon evident that they were in a cease fue and that reconciliation had not occurred. 

Withdrawer Engagement 

The next shift involved changing the interactional positions. The steps in this shift 

are promoting identification of disowned needs and aspects of self and i n t e p h g  these 

into the reIationship interactions, promoting acceptance ofthe parmer's new consinicii~ri 
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of experience in the relationship and new responses, and facilitaimg the expression of 

wants and needs and mating emotional engagements. The goal in this shift is for the 

parmer who withdraws to become more available for the other part.net. For Kim and Alex 

this meant that Kim would be available for Aiex and Mex would honour Kim's need for 

space and not blame her. This is a delicate balance for trauma survivors, especially for this 

couple with Iack of sexual intimacy being the core issue. The work then was to have Kim 

stay comected in ways ha t  f d t  safe for her. She was able to set appropriate guidelines 

around touch, asking firsr, and not sexuaiizing touch. A way of shaping new interactionai 

patterns was creating safety Cor Kim so that she couid be present for Alex. 

This is where 1 realized we hit an impasse in the therapy process. Kim was not 

present but rather, was just giving in- As we worked in session, attempting to create new 

experiences of Kim connecting, she wodd visibIy become invisible. She would become 

silent in session, often responding in a srnail quiet voice. She would take responsibiiity for 

everything wrong in relationship. .Uex would not dlow Kim her experience, by 

chdlenging her experience. Recalling that Kim had taIked about Aiex's infidelity in the 

first session, 1 explored the potentid of an attachment injury. 

An attachment injury is a betrayal of h-ust or abandonment at a crucial moment of 

need. This is known as a form of relationship trauma in whicb the partner experiences the 

relationship as insecure. Unresolved attachent injuries have the potentid to create 

impasses in reiationship repak. A spec5c session was planned for the resolution of the 

attachment injury. KM was able to micuiate the injury and the impact on her. She felt 

betrayed that Alex wodd have an a"ir with her best friend. When he initidly told her 
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about the afTair he was not entirely truthful. Alex later gave more details. Kim feIt that she 

could not t m t  him and always wondered if he had more to tell her. When it was AIex's 

tum to validate Kim's feelings and take ownership of his behaviour, she let Alex off the 

hook, and shifted the content of the session. 1 clarified how important it was to resotve 

unfinished business and acknowledge Kim's feelings around Alex's infidelity. Kim 

responded by saying that she wanted to deal with other issues in session tirne. in reflection, 

1 would have asked Kim more directly if she was wanting to avoid this issue. 

At this time of impasse, 1 collaborated with Kim's individual therapist. She said 

Kim was doing well in individual work. As Kim pulled away, Alex became more 

defensive and shifted to other things that he thought were wong about Kim. The model's 

focus on underlying emotions was helpful in keeping this about the process and not 

content. In retrospect, I might have spent more time with Aiex explorhg very gentIy his 

interactional stance of blaming and feelings of abandonment. 1 might have explored the 

role of his family history in his relationship with Kim. After meeting with Kim's therapist, 

I was told rhat Kim was &aid to be honest about her plan to leave Aiex. In session 1 

created more space for Kim to name what was honestly happening for her. As the couple 

therapist, it was difficult for me to sit with this information. In an individual session with 

Kim, she stated that her intent was to separate from Alex but she was not ernotionally 

ready. She aiso mentioned she was temfied of the financial aspect of this decision. 

Kim's fear of being financially responsibIe for herseif speaks to a reality of 

traditionai roIes in marital reIationship where the woman m u t  rely on her partner for 

hancial support while at home raising the chiIdren- In session Alex opedy stated that he 
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brought more value to the relationship because he worked outside the home. He would 

devaiue Kim's dornestic contribution of raising the ch iken  and looking &er the home. 

Knudson-Matin (1997) asserts the importance of problems being placed in the context of 

the relationd system but also in the context of gender. Couple therapy cannot be fair and 

effective if it does not embody the understanding of the role of gender and how that 

contributes to concems. 

M e r  a fnistrating and prolonged impasse, Kim decided to end her nlationship. 

She acknowledged feeling both exhilarated about being on her own and temfied. Kim said 

that her expenence in the sexuality group, and her progress in individual therapy had 

facilitated a new sense of self. In the process of couple therapy she reaiized that her 

rdationship contributed to feelings of low self-worth, worthlessness, and being powerless. 

That did not fit with her new concept of who she was. Alex, not accepting of this, felt she 

was being adolescent. That vaiidated her decision to end the relationship. Kim added that 

when Alex needed her, she experienced it as him being a needy littie boy and not an aduit. 

Aithou& Aiex waited for Kim to say tbat she no longer wanted to be in 

relationship with him, they said that the decision to end the relationship was munial. That 

was not evident in session, converseiy Kim was the one decided to end the relationship. 

Since Kim was receiving individual work, 1 felt it was part of my obligation to 

work with Alex to process the break-up, 1 talked about this in the last couple session and 

checked how my working with AIex wodd impact on Kim, Kim was reGeved that AIex 

had the opportunity to work through the ending of their relationship. initially he was anw 

and bIaming of Kim and jus wanted to vent. I was uncornfortable about AIex's 
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judgements of Kim and would refocus the session to having him connect to what he was 

expenencing inside. When he comected with that, 1 would have hirn attend to îhat scared 

part of himself fiom his strong addt seifthat made wise choices for him. Finally he was 

able to accept how terrified he was about the ending of the relationship. M e r  a short 

period of tirne, AIex started a new relationship with someone he had know for several 

years. It was ody  wwhen he feIt safé and connected that Alex was able to acknowledge his 

role in the relationship ending. Alex connected with his disowned guilt about his 

infidelity, and the dishonest way he had disciosed the &air. He recognized the impact of 

his drinking on the relationship. The ,gdt he experienced about his role in the relationship 

break-up stopped him fiom being the one to end relationship; instead he made Kim be the 

one to do it. Only after he was in a new relationship did he admit how he was terrified 

about being abandoned. When he was not able to connect though sexuai intimacy with 

Kim, he felt abandoned and alone. It was only when he felt safe and connected in his new 

relationship did the shift of bIamer sof'tening occur. The EFT mode1 clearly identifies this 

as an important step in the process, it was ironic and unfortunate that Alex expenenced 

this in his new relationship. 

EvaIuation 

The Dyadic Adjustment Scale was administered before and after treatment (TabIe 

2). As noted earIier, the pre-treatrnent T-scores on the the Dyadic Adjustment Scale 

indicate a distressed relationship, with a total T-score for Aiex of 21 and for Kim of 30. 



TabIe Two 

Pre and Post-Test Dyadic Adjustment Scores (Raw Scores and T Scores) - Couple One 

Pre-Test - Raw 

T-score 

Post-Test Raw 

T-score 

lyadic Dyadic Affectional 

:onsensus 1 Satisfaction 1 Expression 

lyadic 

Adjustment 1 
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This places their scores in the %ery much below average range" and "much below 

average" categories respectively. The post-treatrnent T-scores were 25 for Kim and 21 for 

Alex which places them both in the ''very much below average range". 

In comparison of the pre-test and post-test scores, both scored either the same or 

bit lower for each subscaie, confirming no improvement in their reiationship, with 

exception to Alex's scoting on the dyadic consensus scale. The pre-treatment score for 

dyadic consensus was 26 and post treatment was 36, indicating that they were agreeing on 

things that were important to them. That did not fit what 1 observed as Kim becarne more 

assertive at stating her needs and AIex disagreed. Perhaps the mutual decision to end the 

relationship was reflected in the score. The sub-scde dyadic satisfaction measures the 

amount of tension in the relationship and the extent to which each has thought about 

ending the relationship. Both of their scores were categorized as very much below average 

which accurately fit what 1 observed in session. The focus oftheir couple work was on 

deciding if their needs were met and if the relationship was still viable. The sub-scale of 

affectional expression measures expression of affection and sex in the relationhip. Again, 

both scored in the very much beiow category. The core presenting issue in this relationship 

was se& and emotional intimacy. Kùn wanted to feel emotionaily close to Alex without 

their physical affection being sexualized. Alex wanted to increase theu sexuai intimacy. 

The sub-scale dyadic cohesion score measures the common interests and activities shared 

by the couple. in this category both scored slightly below average. hterestingly enough, 1 

would have thought they wouid have scored in the very much below average category. 

AIthough Kim and Aiex had diverse ùiterests and ofien disagreed on how to spend 
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their time together, they worked well together when they had a house project or yard work 

to do. This accurately reflected that they did weii when their was a crisis or home project 

but had difficulty agreeing how to have fun together. In conclusion, the DAS accurately fit 

what I had obsemed in the therapy process. 

Alex and Kim responded to the client satisfaction survey. Kim stated that she 

usually got the help she need in therapy. Kim said ha t  what she found helpful was being 

pushed to be honest about her feelings and needs. Overall she found the couples therapy 

helpiui most of the tirne. .4lex responded that he usually got the help he needed in therapy. 

Alex stated that the therapist's continual understanding and clarity was most helpful. He 

stated that having to focus on his needs made him realize how disconnected he was to 

himself. Overall he found the couples therapy experience helpful al1 of the time. 

Mv Learning 

In nimmary, throu@ my work with Kim and Alex I leanied an immense amount 

about the intervention of EFT. The concept of how attachrnent behaviours are activated 

when security is threatened wirh angry protest, clinging, despair, and h a l l y  detachment 

really stands out in my work with this couple. When the couple reached an impasse it was 

important for me to re-evaluate my work with them and retrace the steps by reassessiug the 

unacbowledged feelings underlying their negative interactional cycie, and their disowned 

needs. The process of uncoupling was a great learning experience about how the mode1 

works based on aitachment theo- 
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This couple demonstrated how their cycles of interaction (pursue-withdraw, cnhcd 

demand - withdraw) maintained an acceptable IeveI of emotional and sexual intimacy in 

their relationship for years. Kim and Alex were aware of their feelings at each stage of the 

cycle. It became evident as they progressed through a nurnber of those cycles in session 

that Kim would disconnect fiom herseIf to meet Alex's needs. Kim's disconnection frorn 

herself, a common experience for individuah who experienced childhood sexud abuse, 

made it possible for ber to connect with Alex in this way. Through her work in individual 

thenpy she learned to stay comected to herself. It would have been helphl to have done a 

trauma checklist on both Aiex and Kim, I Ieamed the importance of doing so. This would 

have given me more information on the trauma dance that occurred within their cycle 

which may have shifted Alex fhm his blame stance by linking the similarity of their 

childhood experiences, thus decreasing the focus on Kim. 

In retrospect, 1 realized I did not have clear understanding of the trauma dance that 

occurred in their relationship. Kim w u  clear about feehg  overwhelmed when she had to 

meet Aiex's needs. She experienced him as coming fiom his little boy place by being 

clingy, indirect, and expecting her to know wtiat he wanted.. When Kim requested that 

they not have s e d  relations, she would often acquiesce when AIex pressured her. 

Although she wodd state in session that at the time it was something she agreed to, 1 

wondered if this was a W a r  pattern to not voice her needs. 1 questioned what her 

trauma dance was and how she wodd re-enact this in the relationship. 

Frcr=: *&s tcq!p, 1 !=LU=& bw & i ~ c  imp~@ 3 
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relationship. Herrnan (1992) refers to constriction as the nurnbing response to surrender. 

Kim displayed this in her relationship and in session. In session when she did this, she 

wouid agree to anything Alex requested. They both had difficulty defining the self., and 

how this concept of self fit into the relationship. Alex felt sharned for having normai 

sexual needs. Kim would stniggle when she defined herself based on her interests because 

it would not be congruent with the expectations in the relationship. 

in contrast to parent-child attachment, adult attachrnent is reciprocd. Both Alex 

and Kim needed to be in a strong adult place in order to connect to what they need and be 

able to articulate this. Their past history reflected their need to be attachent objects for 

each other, not in an adult relationship based on adult attachent. They both stmggled 

with developing a sense of self and other which was made it too ris@ to connect and trust. 

Couple Two 

Backmound information 

Jennifer and Brad were referred for couple therapy by Jennifer's therapist at the 

Laurel Centre. Jennifer had been involved in individual therapy for two months before 

starting couples therapy. She continued to work with her individual therapist throughout 

the process of couples work. 

Jenuifer and Brad are both under the age of twenty-five and have been married for 

under a year. They had been fiiends since earIy adolescence. At the tirne they began 

-**-lac WUp-e thornnw ...IL..y, .---A rnnn;f-v ~ s c  -.- ciu ..-- rnoothc p ~ t ,  mis pregancy although wek0med. 
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was unplanned. Jennifer was feeling an urgency to resolve their couple issues before the 

baby was bom. Jennifer and Brad grew up in the sarne small rural tom.  As an adolescent, 

Jennifer would connect with Brad and share what was happening in her home. It was 

through his reporting this to the proper authorities that Jennifer was removed from home. 

Initiaily Jennifer was upset that Brad would disclose what been told to him in confidence. 

She did not speak to him for two years. As an adult she has a better understanding of this 

and gives him credit for her father being charged. He had given a detailed report that was 

pivotal in charges being laid against her father. They described theu comection at that 

time as powerful. Brad would seem to sense when Jennifer was in distress and always cal1 

at the right t h e .  M e r  the two year period of no contact they recomected and maintained 

a fiiendship. They became romantically involved two years ago. 

Jennifer experienced emotional, physicai, and sexual abuse in her home. She was 

sexuaily abused by her father and her older brother. Child welfare authorities were 

involved with Jennifer's family since she was in grade seven when she had reported that 

her brother sexually abused her. He was charged and removed fiom the home. Authorities 

were aware of other abuse in her home but her family was placed in a f a d y  preservation 

program. Her father continued his abusive behaviour thughout  that tirne and continued 

to semally and physicaiiy abuse Jenuifer, Both J e d e r  and a brother were apprehended 

Eom the home aiter Brad reported the abuse to the authorities. Jennifer refers to ber foster 

f d y  as her family, referring to them as mom and dad. With the exception of her younger 

hrstkr, knnifpr h c  ciit nff çontsict with her biologicai fa mil^. 
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Jennifer experienced a difficult time during her adolescence that manifested in 

depression and suicidai ideation. Currently these are not problems for her. Jennifer is a 

strong individuai who is functioning well in her me. She recognizes, however, that she has 

difficdty with self-esteem. At the t h e  of referral, Jennifer \vas concerned about how her 

history of childhood abuse would impact on her parenting. 

Brad identified that he came fiom a "dysfunctionai family". Brad's parents 

divorced when he was a toddler and when his father Iefk Brad developed a mysterious 

undiagnosed illness fiorn which he nearly died. When his dad retumed, his symptoms 

disappeared, and retumed when his dad left again. His mother eventually [elinquished 

custody of him to his father and kept his younger brother. Brad describes his father as an 

aicoholic who has gone through the recovery and relapse process sevexai times. Brad's 

father remarried and Brad considers his step-mother his mother. Eventually his younger 

brother came to live with them. Brad does not have contact with his biological mother. 

The new famiiy consisted of Brad, his brother, his step-mother, and her daughter. Brad 

described his blended farniIy as chaotic; everyone fought dI the tirne. Brad maintained 

distance fiom the ongoing family disputes. He maintains regular contact with his father 

and step-mother and keeps in contact regularly. They offer support to Brad and Jennifer, 

ahhough Brad has difficdty asking them for help. 

Brad experienced a time in his life when he used garnbiing to cope. This put him 

into serious financiai trouble that is stiU having an effect on their family finances. He 

- r / - : *~  +k-• ir8ao f=-ling h q e ! ~ ~  hic that tirne- Brad received some heip for UUUUW uv. ..r ..ru a---. 
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his gambling. Currently, he does not gamble and has not done so for about two years. 

Jennifer is concemed that he has not resolved the issues that led to his gambling and v d l  

lapse back as a way ofcoping when he gets stressed. He disagrees with her and feels he 

has the issue under control. 

AnôIysis of Couples Intervention 

As a couple, they identified that they were having difficdty cornmunicating, were 

not feeling emotionally close to each other, and seemed to disagree about everything. 

Jennifer was concemed that they were drifting apart. in the past they were able to talk for 

hours and she would feel safe about sharing everything with Brad. She said Brad always 

stood by her and was supportive of her, Jennifer still cherishes a letter Brad wote to her 

about how he felt about her. She yearns for him to connect with her in that way. Jennifer 

wonders what has happened in their relationship. She said Brad is unable to hear her anger 

and is uncornfortable with her venting her feeIings about the semial abuse. She is aware 

that she has to protect him fiom her feelings. Brad experienced the relationship as 

hstrating. According to him, she does not agree with him on anything. Both agreed that 

their core issues were their Iack of communication and not feeling close to each other. 

According to the pre-txeatment scores of the DAS, Brad's score for dyadic 

adjustment was slightiy beIow average category while J e d e r ' s  score was average for 

dyadic adjustment. The scores supported their need for improvement in their relationship. 

1: &c p~;1?*4 t^ thct ctrp.~g& of theh xiationshi? which was their cornmitment to each 
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other. They both felt that any level of tension in their relationship needed to be taken 

seriously. Further discussion of the pre- and post-treatment scores will occur in the 

evaluation section. 

Cvcle De-escalation 

The therapeutic tasks of the first shift are buiIding a therapeutic alliance, 

identifJ6ng the core issues, identifying the cycle of interaction, and accessing the 

underlying emotions of the interactional positions. As with most people who experience 

childhood sexual abuse, trust is an issue to be aware of in building the therapeutic 

alliance. tnitiaily, Jennifer was guarded and reserved, presenting information in a direct 

fashion. Brad was more engaging but would fidget when he felt uncomfortable, With 

Jemifer a shift in trust occurred after she was convinced 1 knew what I was doing and 

when 1 continually kept validating ber experience. For Brad the connection seemed to 

happen sooner. The core issues for this couple were diiculty communicating, finances, 

sexuai intimacy, and their Iack of connection. 

The negative interaction cycle for this couple consisted of Jennifer pursuing and 

Brad withdrawing. When he did not respond she would then b l m e  or accuse and Brad 

would further withdraw. Jennifer stated that she felt fiustrated that Brad was not 

emotionaily accessible or responsive to her. Brad was confused when Jennifer was not 

clear about what she wanted. He fek uncomfortable with the tension this created. This 

paralleiied the feeling he bail growing up with his blended family. He felt if he responded, 

he ~~dci ,  zct, & &e ri_$: t k g  5s tk~ - fke  it is hetter tn play w s  .de and do nothing, 
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Both had d i c u l t y  connecting with their underlying emotions. Jennifer connected 

with an emotion but was only abte to sustain that for a brief moment. When Brad 

connected with an underlying emotion he became increasingly uncornfortable and began to 

fidget. The interactional cycle was then h e d  with respect to their attachment needs: 

Jennifer pursues to connect and wants to expet-ience Brad as being emotionaily accessible 

and responsive; Brad expenences the ambiguity in her connection, and the confusion of 

that makes him pull away. When her secunty felt threatened, her attachent behaviours 

of angry protest were activated and she reacted by bIaming and being criticai. in despair, 

Brad wodd react by M e r  withdrawing. As we explored what their interactional cycle 

was like, it becarne clear to Jennifer that stie pursued for connection but wouId back off 

because she was scared, She wodd continuaily test Brad with requests for connection, 

however she ignored him when he made efforts to connect with her. This completely 

confused Brad and he would experience tension as a result of Jennifer's ambiguity. 

Withdrawer Enmpement 

In the n e a  shift, withdrawer engagement, the work is to change interactional 

patterns. The goais are to promote identification of disowned needs and aspects of self and 

to i n t ep te  these into relationship interactions, to prornote acceptance of the partner's new 

construction of experience in the relationship and new responses, and facilitate expression 

ofthe specific needs and wants and create emoaonal engagement. Jemifer was dear that 

QSZ KS zet n ~ t ,  iintil Erad was mgte emotionaiiy accessible to her. J e d e r  
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identified how dificuit it was to be vulnerabie and not have him there. This demonstrates 

the importance of having an accessible and responsive attachment with him, This was 

difficult for Brad because he felt he could never get it right. Jennifer admitted to testing 

and retesting him, questionhg if he wodd be there for her, Brad felt that he took a big risk 

reaching out to her and when she shut h i m  out he was temfied. He talked about his 

physical reactions to fear, the knots in the stomach, and his dry mouth. . 

Often this process was thrown off üack by the couple's dificuity c o n n e c ~ g  to 

emotions. As 1 would try and restructure interactions in session around the difficult 

underlying emotions this became clearer. For example, when Jennifer was sad her eyes 

wouid momentariiy tear, she wouId visibIy stop her tears. and her body wouid tense. She 

wouid then laugh or act indifferent. It was difncdt to access the sadness, and what was 

under there. That was when the sessions would shift to content. Jennifer and Brad were 

most cornfortable practising roleplaying in session. It appeared that we had reached an 

impasse and at this point 1 explored for any attachent injuries in this relationship. 

Jemifer identifïed a t h e  when she really needed Brad to be there for her and he let 

her down. This is know as an attachment injury and for Jennifer she expenenced this as 

abandonment in a crucial moment. Brad was abIe to connect and listen to her as she 

expressed her disappointment that he did not go to court with her last year when her father 

was chargeci. That was difficdt for him to do. B d  did not know that Jennifer wanted him 

to go to court with her. In the past when they &ed about this he had diiculty with the 

of k k f e r ' s  -m̂ &np wtluId debief this with a fnend Uistead and Brad 
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thought that since this person was going to court with her and that he was not welcome. 

He was prepared to go, but was not invited. Jennifer explained how paralysed she feIt 

when it came to issues with her f d y .  To resoIve this incident, 1 used evocative 

responding to have her articuiate the injury and the impact on her. She told Brad how 

d i c u i t  it was to face her father in court. When she initially gave the police statement she 

was able list of the details of the assauits. When she heard the statement read in court, she 

experienced a visceral response. Brad responding by paraphrashg and validating her 

experience. He stated that he felt excluded fiom her experience and did not know what the 

right response was. Jennifer accessed her attachent fears, revealing how she never had 

anyone to support her. Brad took responsibility for not going, expressed regret, and stayed 

engaged with her at an empathic Ievel, reflecting how dificuit it m u t  have been for her to 

face this alone. He asked her if he couid ho1d her now. She initially was uncornfortable 

with this but settled into a comforting hug with him. Bnd again reassured her to keep 

direct with him and ask for what she needed. He assured her that he wanted her to fee1 safe 

with hirn. After resolving this incident, both of them discussed how he couid be helpful to 

her in those times. 

The impending arriva1 of their baby created a sense of urgency about Brad being 

able to be there for Jemifer. This was a cruciaI tirne for her and to be abandoned again 

couid further threaten the secutity in their retationçtüp. The baby arrived two weeks earIy, 

and fortunately for them Brad's schedded business trip was changed. He was abIe to 

~jppcfi Je-& +&rcc$ & && Cfkh CI& t b q $ s I  &W t h !  & had h~ 
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able to come out of his withdrawing pattern for this occasion. The therapeutic process was 

sidelined after the birth of their child. We were in the process of ending the first shift and 

moving into the second. The second shift is a difficult emotional place where people must 

identifL with their disowned needs, integrate this into the relationship, vaiidate and accept 

their partner's experience, and create new ways of interacting. 

M e n  Brad and Jennifer retumed to therapy fiom their six week break, it seemed 

that there was tension in their relationship again. Jennifer astutely pointed out that 

previously she thought they just had trouble cornmunicating. She now realized that they 

have trouble connecting. Brad was having diffictiity reaching out and comecting. 

Attempts in the past were spurned by Jennifer's inclifference. When Brad reached out to 

Jennifer and shared what he found difficult with her responses, she responded defensively. 

She told him that if he reacted to how she said things because of his experience in the past, 

that he needed to access individual therapy. Jennifer told him that she would compromise 

and change her language haif of the tirne, but that she was not vjilling to do it ai1 the tirne. 

Through evocative responding, 1 attempted to access what was under resistance to his 

request. She said that he would have to prove to her ihat he would be there for her al the 

time. This repeated a rigid mini-cycle in tfieir interactional pattern. She would pursue for 

connection, he would reach out but she muid respond indifferently. Jennifer stated that 

she was aware that she teste& tested, and tested him. At this point, Brad further withdrew 

by w o r b g  harder at work and schooi. Jenuifier then reacted to this mpoose by p d g  

t *  - - f  .a*-*,JL,*,I ,,,, *,,.L4.r-r..irrrnrr ù i r~  ariu ~ ~ 1 ~ c u 1 - g  -un n u L  n u  .vLwuer Y- i- the S$d 'Sey 
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seemed to be locked into. 

Jennifer and Brad are continuhg with couple work. Brad would most likely benefit 

tiom individuai work at this point and this may expedite their connection process. It 

appears that Jennifer is having a difficuit time taking responsibility for the part of herself 

and that desires intimacy and conversely Iears closeness. This is evident in her testing 

behaviour. 

Evnluation 

Cornparison of the pre- and post-scores of the DAS for Jennifer and Brad indicate 

an improvement in their relationship (Table 3). The pre-test T- test scores increased to 

from 41 to 46 for Brad and from 46 to 52 for Jennifer. Brad's T-test score of 46 placed 

him in the average range for dyadic adjument. Jennifer's T-test score of 52 placed her in 

the average range for dyadic adjusment. Although it remained it the same range, there was 

a slight increase. Jennifer's scores reflect an inmase in dyadic satisfaction, affectional 

expression. and dyadic cohesion. hterestingly, her scores reflected a slight decrease in 

dyadic consensus; perhaps this waç reflective of her reaction to Brad asserting hirnself 

more. Brad's scores reflect an improvement in dyadic consensus, dyadic satisfaction, 

affectionai expression, and dyadic cohesion. 



Table 3 

Pre- and Post-Scores in the Dyadic Adjustment Scde (T scores) for Couple Two 

Pre-test 

T-Score 

Post-test 

T-Score 

dyadic 

satisfaction 

dyadic 

consensus 

3 

37 

(451 

40 

(49) 

I 

54 

(57) 

51 

(49) 

B 

36 

(44) 

39 

(48) 

B 

41 

(37) 

42 

(38) 

dyadic 

expression 

J 

7 

(42) 

9 

(50) 

B 

6 

(37) 

7 

(4r) 

dyadic 

cohesion 

J 

17 

(59) 

18 

(61) 

dyadic 

adjusunent 

B 

16 

(56) 

20 

(66) 

J 

108 

(46) 

118 

(52) 

B 

99 

(41) 

108 

(46) 
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The client satisfaction s w e y  accurateLy reflected their experience in therapy as I 

observed it to be. Jennifer and Brad both found the couples therapy experience to be 

usudly helpful. They both identified that their communication haç improved and that bey 

communicate more openly. Jennifer identified that what stie found helpful was having 

insight into how they shut off their emotions fiom each other. in response to the question 

of what bas stayed the sme, Brad refiected that some issues have not been discussed and 

some remain unresohed. in response to the sarne question, Jennifer identified b a t  they 

still have not opened up to their emotiond feehgs. One thing she wouid change about her 

therapy experience is taking more risks and being more open, These responses accmteIy 

reflect where they were in the process of EFT before the birth of their chiId. The ttiuig he 

wouid change about the therapy expenence was to make more tirne to work on issues 

away fiom the therapy session. In session, 1 wouid facilitate new ways of hem interacting. 

I would encourage then to take risks outside of session. Ovedl, their responses to the 

client feedback s w e y  were congruent with my dinical observations. 

My Learning 

Working with this couple 1 was able to integrate the information on how people 

react when their security is threatened. 1 was aware of how difficult it is to reach out and 

connect when one has a partnet who withdraws. Evident with Jennifer was her refusal to 

become vuinerabIe until Brad could prove he would be there for her. Alttiough she desired 

intimacy, c ~ n y e ~ e ! y  fwr nf  closeness was evident For Brad. It was terrifi6ng for him to 
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reach out and be tested al1 the tirne, 

This darified the importance of creating new interactional experiences in therapy 

to facilitate this sbiR I leamed the importance of using the basic skills required in EFT - 

reflection, validation, evocative mponding, heigktening, empathic conjecture, and 

interpretation to accessing emotiun. For testructuring interactions, the skills of tracking 

and reflecting, rehmhg, and restnicturing and shaping interactions were applied I used 

these to refiect and ûack Jennifer's behaviour of testhg Brad whenever he took a risk and 

reached out. To create a new experience of connecting, 1 wodd have her practice staying 

connected to Brad for about thirty seconds. 1 would then reconnect her with what she was 

experiencing inside and have her be aware of how that was for her. Being consciousIy 

reacquainted with these skiIls has been a beneficial experience wbich has expanded into 

my individual counselling practice. 

in my work with this coupie who both experienced difficult attachent issues f 

wondered if I needed to slow the process down or if needed to heighen their ernotional 

experiences. E was aware of Jennifer's unpianned pregnancy and her need to process this 

event. I was a w e  of the balancing act of challenging to shift things and keeping thulgs 

safe. The post evaluation reflects an irnprovement in their connection and the dynamic of 

them skirting ernotional issues. 



In this chapter 1 will discuss five themes that are identified in the literature a s  

chical  issues that are relevant for tnuma survivors and their partners, and d a t e  points in 

the couple treatment that highiight these clinical themes.This chapter 4 1  idennfy and 

discuss the relevant themes of ambivalence, dual trauma couples, depression, trust, and 

attachent injury that emerged fiom my work widi tbe couples in the practicum process. 

Ambivalence 

Most chiidhood s e . d  abuse occurs in the interpersonal context of close 

relationships. Connection in addt relationships is characterïzed by emotionai intimacy and 

semal intimacy. The impact of childhood s e d  abuse impairs one's ability to connect in 

emotionally and sexuaily intimate ways. This cm resuit in many forms of disturbed 

relatedness. Trauma survivors experience ambivalence and fear with interpersonal 

attachment and vulnerabiiity (Briere, 1992). 

In my work with women who have experienced childhood s e d  abuse, this 

dynamic is demonsnated in individuai therapy when cIients continuaily shifi the focus of 

therapy h m  themeives to their intimate relationship. It is dEcuit to get a cIear 

understanding of the tmublesome dynamics of thei. reiahonship with the other partner 

absent fiom the therapy. Since there is no resolution of the issues, the client presents this 

as an issue of concem in each session, creating an impasse in the therapy. These 



experiences have motivated me to develop my couple counseUing skiIls. 

This ambivalence was evident with Nadine in her work with her individual 

therapist. Nadine was referred to the couple program by her individual therapist because 

the uncertainty in her relationship consistently dominated the individual therapy. in couple 

therapy we worked towards understanding their pattern of interaction. Although Nadine 

admits she is not amcted to Don, s he is afhid to be done. 

Rene was referred to the couples therapy program by her individual therapist. She 

had worked diligently to resoive the impact of ctiildhood sexual abuse and made many 

positive changes in her life. Rene's experience with her significant other was marked by 

her need to connect with him when she was Ionely and her need to create distance f?om 

him when he was verbally abusive to her. Although she was clear that she did not want to 

be in an abusive relationship, stie reached out to him when was lonely. Through couple 

therapy she came to understand why she stayed with her partner. Rene chose to end her 

dationship when she redized that he was unable to provide her with the safety and 

security she needed. 

It is through relationship with others that we encounter ourselves. As we 

understand our own attachent needs and behaviours, we can make safer choices for 

ourselves. I encourage clients to attempt to resolve relationship issues before ending a 

relationship. Working &ou& this in rdationship provides us with awareness on how we 

respond when we do not feel dose or secure. We are able to articulate this and ask for 

what we need. When were are abIe to connect with, iden*, and clearly ask for what we 

need to feeI connected we cm avoid repeating h d  interactional patterns of avoiding, 



withdrawing, clinging, and protesting. 

DuaI trauma couples 

The term dual trauma couples is used to describe couples in which both partners 

have expenenced trauma in their lives that continues to impact their individual and 

relationship functioning. Since four of the couples i worked with during this practicurn 

were dual trauma couples, it has been a relevant theme that warrants M e r  discussion. 

With dual trauma couples, trauma responses dominate the interaction of these couples and 

disnipt normal relationship exchanges. Either one or both may be in crisis. Interpersonal 

reactivity, tramference, emot iod  withdrawal, and associated responses may potentidly 

complicate an aiready dimessed relationship. Successful ireatrnent needs to include a wide 

range of techniques addressing the major themes, characteristics, and patterns and 

distinguishing the pas  trauma fiom the current relationship (Balcom, 1996). 

Linda and Shane sporadically attended twelve therapy sessions. Linda was sexualIy 

abused in childhood by a family member and Shane was abandoned by his rnother, and 

subsequently lived in several foster homes. As a child Linda had been responsible for the 

care and the safety of numerous siblings. She would ofien feel the need to run away when 

she was overwhelmed. When Linda experienced intrusive flashbacks she needed to 

withdraw, not wanting to be touched or held Shane experienced this as total 

abandonment, just as he had experienced as a child. This reaction resulted in him 

monitoring her daily activities. As a couple, they had decided that he would be at home 

w;th l e i  WC children while she wodced and went to school. With those dernands she was 
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often away for long penods. Shane reacted by constantly cailing her at work, school, and 

her study group. M e n  things got too intense and unmanageable they would both use 

recreational drugs to nurnb. This spiralled them into financiai and spiritual crisis. in 

therapy, Shane's constant pursuing in response to Linda's physical absence and distancing 

was framed as their cycle of interaction. Their use of drugs to nurnb was included in this 

cycle as a distancing response for both of them. As we tracked their inner emotional 

expenence through their interactionai style, they were able to learn new ways of 

connecting. When Linda worked long hours she would cd1 often and touch base with 

Shane. They wodd take time to connect when she got home fiom work. Shane was able to 

respect her need for quiet time and keep her grounded when she experienced a flashback. 

It was hekpfùi to understand their couple distress as a fidure of the attachent relationship 

to provide a secure base for both partners. in the past I would have h e d  Shane's clingy 

staiking behaviour as abusive and controlling. Attachment behaviours such as protest, 

clinging, and avoidance in response to their couple distress resulted in them both not being 

responsive or accessible to each other. 

Jennifer and Brad, previously discussed in the case anaiysis, are a dual trauma 

couple. Brad's experience of being caught in the rniddIe of intense family batties made it 

difficuIt for him to cope with Jenuifer's debriehg of intense emotions Çom her childhood 

semal abuse. in reaction to his unavailability and unresponsiveness to her, Jennifer 

escaiated her attrichment behaviour of protesting and being critical. This pushed Brad 

fuaher away. Jennifer re-experienced tbis as an attachment injury - "he is never there for 

mc*. Tkse &Dzviom O£' rei&hg oui pdïhg a%Tijj %ZE k ü ~ ü ï Z î d  Li3 
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description of their interactionai cycle. As their inner emotions were tracked, Brad was 

able to reach out and be emotionally accessible and responsive to her. When her 

attachent needs for safety and protection were met, she was able to back off. 

Baicom (1996) identifies that the work with dual trauma couples is most 

chailenging when both are in crisis. My work with Nadiie and Don highlights the other 

extreme of crisis, which is when Iearned helplessness dominates interactions. Throughout 

our work together there were tirnes when one or the other would fluctuate through a penod 

of complete despair. For example, at one point Nadine was feeling good about her life 

because she was involved with a work training prograrn but then she failed at that 

program. This prograrn was too demanding for the limited physicai energy she had 

because of ber medical condition. She would experience herself as a failure which would 

transiate into other areas of her life. Nadine would then feel powerless about making 

positive changes in her life. Don was aiso involved in an adult education program and was 

deterrnined to get his life back on track. OFten there were setbacks that he wodd 

experience as obstacIes. When it was o d y  one of them expenencing a setback, they would 

distance fiom each other for a short penod of tirne. At one point they ended their 

reIationship, only to get back together a few days later. Most recently they both 

expenenced a down period. It is interesting how they responded to their cycles by either 

distancing or creating closeness. 

A complicating dynamic for Kim and Aiex, another duaI trauma couple, is how the 

sexual abuse impacted on their capacity for sexud intimacy. At one point in Kim's healing 

p z -  &c nz  fi=& bj ~OUJ+;~ :;=qw. mse w~ tri.ggexd by 5psd ~ Q E Q C ~  md 
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touch. lf she maintained the s e d  activity she had to dissociate. When this happened she 

felt disloyal to herself. It was necessary to distance h m  Alex during these times. This was 

m e r  complicated by Alex's reaction to his sexuai abuse history. Kim described AIex as 

a sex addict. The validity of this was clEicult to assess. in the therapy it was clear that 

Alex sexuaiized touch as a way of comecting with her. This made her feel objectified. 

Baicom (1996) refers to this dynamic as one of the patterns of dual trauma couples. One of 

the partners experiences trauma responses and the other one experiences trauma reactivity. 

When Alex codd not connect with Kim through sexuai intimacy, he wouid experîence 

abandonment. if she dissociated during sexual intimacy, he would experience feelings of 

abandonment. This was a core issue in their couple dynamics. 

D u d  trauma couples was a relevant theme in my work with couples during the 

practicum. The dynamics of dual trauma couples highlighted the complicating factors that 

c m  make up the expenence of couples' interactional cycles. The b e r  emotions 

expenenced in the interactional cycles are generally quite intense. Although each couples' 

experience may be different it is helpful to have a kamework to c h i f )  the dance. 

Tmst 

The act of semai abuse is the ultimate betrayai of trust. Many individuals who 

experience childhood abuse are impaiced in their abiiity to trust others due to this betrayai 

(Courtois, 1988). Our ability to trust is essential in order to establish interpersonid 

relationships. The betrayal of trust can manifest itseif in a number of ways, including 

:-t--=- -.i..W- p-r .-- -f Y& ~-)+qvd yru-,iir nr -- dxwdnnmpnt ---, gge a ~ d  i g e r  towards past or potentid partners. 
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lack of trust in self, isolation, and withdrawd (Courtois, 1988; McCann, Pearlman, 

Sakheim, & Abramson, 1990). With this generalized mistrust there is the expectation that 

others wili misuse them to meet their own needs or abandon them or not protect them 

(Russell, 1986). This distrust complicates the therapeutic relationship when these feelings 

are generalized to al1 people (Courtois, 1988). These feelings of distnist are intensified in 

close relationships and c m  be generalized to the therapeutic relationship (Courtois, 1988). 

in the process of my work with couples, trust was a critical issue that manifested in 

may ways in the intervention. For example, Aiex was distnistful of me and of the therapy 

process. He had dificulty accepting new information about the couple process. When 

Alex started couples therapy he was feeling unsafe and muious about the conflict in his 

relationship with Kim. He tdked about feeling ganged up on when 1 validated Kim's 

experience. Eventually, Kim ended her relationship with Aiex. Within a month, Aiex was 

in a new relationship and talked about feeling safe and nurtured. He was able to integrate 

what he had learned from the couples therapy and reflect on what was helpful. 1 was aware 

of how overwhelmed Nex felt as a littie boy being left in charge of the house when his 

father lefi. He functioned cognitively higher than his mother and older siblings and had to 

figure things out on his own. For hirn to distrust me made perfect sense. Interestkgly, it 

was only when he was feeling connected to his new girfiend that he was able to reflect on 

our work. 

The theme of trust was present when 1 worked with Jennifer and Brad. Jennifer 

constantiy tested Brad's attempts at reaching out to connect with her. We reflected on that 
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and trying to connect with her. She wanted to be sure he would not give up on her and that 

he would always be there. 

In my work with Wendy and Peter we had worked for twelve session, and had de- 

escalated the cycle a little. In their interactionai cycle Wendy was cntical and blaming of 

Peter, and Peter withdrew fiom her. Tne Iack of mt she experienced was projected in the 

therapy process. It was painful to witness the terror and insecurity Wendy experienced in 

her interpersonai relationships. M e r  Wendy and Peter had attended twelve sessions, slie 

cmcelled subsequent sessions, eventuaily not retuniing. 1 did not know how she felt about 

the therapy untilI had called her to corne in and fil1 out necessay paperwork. She said she 

felt unsafe in the therapeutic relationship. 

Depression 

Depression was a prevaient theme for the couples in this practicum. Briere (1992) 

names depression as a common symptom of individuds who have been sexually abused 

in childhood. Working with this population is chaiienging because depression narrows 

individuals' self-worth by contributing to feelings of worthlessness. Previous research of a 

couples therapy program (Tmte et ai., 2001) identifies depression in this population. 

Women who experienced depression in this sarnple aiso experienced childhood s e d  

abuse and previousiy used addictions as a way of coping. Therapy wouid reduce their 

depression IeveIs Eom high to moderate. Depression was characterized by withdrawai 

behaviour in the interactional cycle. UnderIying emotions were low self-esteem, feelings 
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who both experienced depression. They ofien did not have the energy to deal with issues 

of codic t  and couple distress in their relationship. When both partners in a couple 

withdraw it is dficult to maintain safe connection. For couples with one partner 

experiencing depression, this is experienced as withdrawal in their interactional cycle. The 

other partner experiences rejection and abandonment. Johnson (2000) suggests that when a 

partner has given up hope of sustainhg an emotionally responsive and accessible bond 

with their partner, they detach and experience depression. Kim's depression reflected this 

pattern. When she experienced powerlessness and hopelessness in the relationship she 

experienced bouts of depression. Depression affects the connection couples need to 

experience to feel sde, nurtured, and protected. This presents challenges in couple 

therapy. It is difficult to sort out if the depression was due to the impact of the childhood 

semai abuse or to the distress in the relationship. In sessions, I learned it was effective to 

address the unsaid things in the couple relationship. This shified the feelings of 

powerlessness to a sense of achievement for articulating the issues. 

Attachment Injury 

An important theme that has relevance to the intervention of EFT is attachent 

injury. h attachent injury is a betrayal of trust or abandonment at a crucid moment of 

need (Johnson, 2000). The theme of attachment injuries was relevant in most of the 

couples 1 worked with in the practicum. 

Lori and Max attended three highiy intense sessions of couples therapy. In the 
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parmer Max and herself. She brought up a painfui intense incident for which she wanted 

Max to apoiogize and take ownership. Years earlier Lori had been sexually assaulted by 

Max's brother in their home. At that tirne, she had wanted to legally charge his brother and 

wanted Max's support. in the session she was able to repeat in near perfect detaii their 

exact conversation about that. The incident itself was traumatic enough but what Lori 

experienced as unforgivable was Max's refusal to support her in contacting the 

authorities. Max was emotionally unresponsive and unavaiIable to her at a crucial 

moment after a traumatic incident. Max's response to this in the therapy session was to 

deny any recollection of this conversation. Lon abruptly ended the session and cdled Later 

to terminate the therapy. She said that al1 the therapy in the world wouId not fk what Max 

had done to her. This is an extreme example of attachent injury. 

A presenting issue in sessions with Nadine and Don was Nadiie's experience of 

Don not being there for her and choosing the needs of others over hers. Ait of the 

presenting scenarios seemed innocuous, such as Don dnving his adult daughter to the 

laundry mat, or taking her to the bank. in session, it was Nadine's disproportionate 

reaction of clingy behaviour that provided the clues about the significance of these events 

to her. In the process of tracking her huer emotions to her expenence in their interactional 

cycle, she was able to connect to her expenence of not having anyone there for her needs. 

Nadine's mother died at age three and she went to live with relatives. She was sexually 

abused by her uncle. Nadine said she knew that she was not part ofthat family because the 

needs of her cousins were always more important than hers. When Don would do rhüigs 
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for her. Part of the process in therapy was having Don connect with her in ways that she 

felt like she was a priority in his life. I collaborated with Nadine's individual therapist 

about focusing the work in session on ways that Nadine couid begin meeting some of her 

own needs. Attachent injury in this situation was about the significance and emotional 

experience Nadine placed on seemingiy minor events in their relationship. 

The concept of attachent injury is also discussed in the two cases analyses in the 

previous chapter. A relationship injury must be resolved or it may result in an impasse in . 
the thenpy process. in the resolution of an attachent injury safety and trust must be 

restored. 



CHAPTER SM: 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter provides conclusions of the couples therapy for women who have 

experienced childhood sexuai abuse and the intervention of EFT. The leamhg benefits 

that resulted will be discussed and recommendations that corne from the practicum 

experience will be outlined. The primary goal of the practicum was to gain knowledge and 

comfort in an intervention in couples therapy that would be beneficial for adult females 

who experienced childhood sexuai abuse and their intimate partners. 

Critique of the model 

The intervention of EFT as a mode1 of intervention with couples where one of the 

partners has been impacted by s e d  abuse c m  be adapted to work effectively for couples 

therapy with trauma survivors. It would be important to build in the muma dance the 

couple re-enacts in their relationship as part of the interactional cycle. M e r  working 

through the practicum experience I fek 1 gained a level of expertise with which I am 

cornfortable. M a t  was helpful about this model is the clear k e w o r k  that integrates 

systemic and experientiai perspectives. The systemic perspective that looks at a particular 

context as a whole allows for an undeistanding of the impact of childhood s e d  abuse. 

To look at that in isolation limits how sema1 abuse impacts on relationships and how 

those who experience trauma interact. The concept that causality is circular and behaviours 

are iinked in a circuiar chain to othet behaviours fits the concept of attachent theory 



well. This was evident in the interactional patterns of the couple work. 

The experientiai perspective of this mode1 allows for the limiting emotional 

schemes that trauma expenences create - desire for intimacy and fear of closeness. This 

limits how women who experience chiidhood sexual abuse experience relationships. The 

emotional impact of this can be explored and reprocessed in couples therapy. 

This mode1 provides a ciearly outlined map for intervention, with information on 

the process shifts necessary in couples therapy. It is grounded in attachment theory and the 

part that 1 found most helpful was understanding that when "security is threatened, 

attachment behaviours are activated. If these behaviours fail to evoke responsiveness bom 

the attachment figure, a protorypical process of angry protest, clinging, despair, and fïnally 

detachment occurs" (Johnson, 1996, p. 19). This respecthily frames a couples expenence 

in a context that vaiidates both of their experiences. Throughout the practicum there were 

times when the behaviour of a partner who was blaming and accusing was not endearing. 

Understanding their responses from this perspective ensured my position of neutrality in 

this process. 

An important concept in EFT is attachment injuries. An attachment injury is a 

betrayal of trust or abandonment at a cruciai moment of need. This was a helpfd concept 

for exploring attachent blocks. in the work with women who experienced trauma, my 

observation is that this attachent block also serves as a way of keeping distance that one 

does not have to take responsibiIity for. Trust is a criticai issue that pIays out in divergent 

positions of desire for intimacy and the fear of closeness. An unresolved attachent injury 

jufies tiie neea for &siance. ii may ais0 eilrcü~c z po4itm ûf ~S-CZÜC~EXZ~. ?k CS= i~ t~ 
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be tmted and if you let people close, you wiU be hurt. This was a pattern 1 observed with 

the women 1 worked. 

A limitation of the EFT model is its presentatioa in sequential steps. The Laurel 

Centre Counselling Mode1 is designed as a circula mode1 which more accurately 

represents the healing process for individuals who have experienced childhood sexual 

abuse. The three shifts that occur in EFT require cycle de-escaiation, withdrawer 

engagement, and blamer sofiening. The withdrawer engagement shift may occur but when 

the client is feeling unsafe, s/he may slip back into familiar behaviours. What if it's unsafe 

for the withdrawer to engage with the blarner's behaviour? For example, in my the work 

with Kim and Aiex, Kim would engage ody  to piacate Alex. This pattern kept them 

trapped in their impasse. Just the nomai demands of day-today living and stressors 

escaiate the behaviours of both the witfidrawer and the blamer. It would be interesthg to 

adapt the model from a sequentid format to a circular one. This rnay ais0 incorporate the 

concept that healing occurs episodicalfy. It was my experience that couptes wanted to back 

off after the cycle de-escalatioo shift, At this point, the tension between them had 

decreased. Perhaps an integration period is aecessary just as it is in individual therapy. 

The process of identifjhg the interactional cycle and tracking the underlying 

emotional experiences seems to decrease the ievef of marital stress. In the cycle de- 

escalation stage couples generaiiy experienced an increase in their communication skills. 

One couple were quite happy with their increased ability to communicate. They came back 

later and stated that they realized that their probtem was not in communication but in their 

inability to connect. It rnay be beneficiai to integrate changes oefore conihuing on w i b u i  
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having those changes solidi@. 

A limitation of the model is that it does not clearly state how to work with clients 

to have them attend to theu own traumatized parts fiom their strong adult self, and then 

asking for what they need fiom their partner fiom this adult place. It's unclear if the 

expectation is for the partner to do that for the traumatized person. Although the area of 

trauma has grown in terms of research and dinical techniques, it is critically important to 

address these issues in the b e w o r k  of the model. My values as a feminist social worker 

addressed the concept of power in the therapy sessions, most especially how power is 

constnicted in intimate relationships. ifeach partner does not Ieam to self-soothe and 

respond to their hurt parts fiorn their adult place, there is the danger of having each 

responding fiom their hurt child parts. This may inadvertently maintain and entrench 

traditional gender relations. ïhis may repeat the patriarchal pattern of a fernale @kg her 

power away to a father figure and a male expecting numiring from a mother figure. Adult 

attachment requires that both be adult to achieve equaiity and symmetry. Authors Vatcher 

and Bogo (200 1) recommend a feminist integrated model that would make gender more 

visible, and address how couple issues create imbalances of power that negatively affect 

the relationship. This integration would expand couple work fiom a micro (individud) and 

mezzo (family and smail groups) levei to a macro (society at large) level, thus addresçing 

social change and making it congruent with social work practice. 

To M e r  address social change, the EFT model wouid benefit by adding a 

cultural sensitivity component. Our experiences in society regardhg cultural acceptance or 

rejrfhn insi&&y jbpz cczc+ af &. FUc z& f --A * r n ~ r & n d i c ~ e  
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individuals, families and communities. These power dynamics are aiso reflected in our 

intimate relationships. Explicitly valuing diEerent culturai perspectives would enhance the 

EFT model. 

Although the authors of this model refer to it as a short term model, the multiple, 

complex issues with individuals who experience trauma extends the length of couple work 

required. This is not so much a limitation of the model as it is the complexity of the impact 

of childhood sexual abuse trauma. This compiexity is intensified when this is the 

experience of the partuer too. in this practicum experience there was oniy one coupIe that 

neatly had their issues worked through in twelve sessions. The rest of the couples had 

many more sessions or needed many more sessions but had to stop for their own reasons. 

Evaluation of My Learning 

1 was keenly aware of how this mode1 kept me anchored in process, not the content 

of what the couple brought to session. When si couple experiences a high level marital 

distress, this is critically important. Part of the learning curve for me was being able to stay 

in process and not in content in the heat of a session. 

The author of this model suggests slowing d o m  the process for people who have 

experîenced trauma. I learned that it was important to sIow down considerably for couples 

with a high leveI of marital distress. With the impasse encountered with the couple 1 

worked with for the longest penod of time, this learning codd have perhaps decreased the 

fbtration level. 1 now understand that Kim needed time to build herself and feel strong 

enough to leave. AIex represented a s d e  attachent figure for a iong periud ü f t h e  iïi 
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adult life. To Leave when she was aot ready would have added to her experience of not 

being able to do anything right. 

As a couple therapist with the relationship being the client 1 was challenged with 

how to address the emotiond concerns of male partners. An agency such as The Laurel 

Centre has as its mandate to look after females who have experienced childhood sexuai 

abuse. How do we interweave couple work and address concems of their intimate partners? 

individual work for both partners in conjunction with couple work would resolve the 

impact of sexuai abuse more effectively. 

For couples with high marital distress that dispIay highly chaotic behaviours, I 

would agree with the findings of authors Trute, et al. (2001) that behavioural self- 

management skiils, listening skills, and impuise control are important groundwork that 

needs to occur as a prelude to couples work. Gottman (1994) describes the most pemicious 

patterns (criticize/complain, express contempt, defendldistance, and stonewall) as the four 

horseman. These patterns wiii destroy connection and communication in relationships. 

What 1 have learned has expanded my understanding of individual work. 

Unresolved semial abuse manifests in relationships by generating distrust and despair. It is 

important to understand the other side of the dyadic relationship pattern. Asking the 

question, what do you see as your role in this, couid begin the awareness of how their 

behaviour impacts on a situation. This broadens the context of relationships issues that are 

presented in individual therapy sessions. The rdationai interaction that occurs out of the 

desire for intimacy and fear of closeness can be expanded to other significant close 

* *' t. '. -----i- - ---me -ÇLnrrr tu;thrlmr.n'nn htah~vir\ii+ c.wat= in RldUt~KISlllpS. rut GAU~LG, CUL QWPLIUM~ VI  UW.. ..A---..-~ ----A 
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relationships may lessen the experience of f e e h g  rejected. 

What 1 have learned about the strengths of the couples 1 worked with has M e r  

inspired me and renewed my passion for this work. The determination they ail had to 

improve the quality of their lives, their relationships, and the lives of their children, in spite 

of the adversity they expenenced was powerful to witness. This was strongly reflected in 

their dedication to their children. For the coupIes with children, it was cntically important 

to end the cycle of violence. Providiig a d e  nurturing environment where their children 

could be curious, explore the world safely, and have their physical, emotionai, and spiritual 

needs met was what anchored them in iheir day to day lives. 1 was surprised how most of 

the couples used humour in sessions and were able to step back to laugh at themselves and 

the adversity of life. They al1 dispIayed creativity in dealing with their daily struggles. 1 will 

be forever touched by their resiliency, What was most headeit was the courage they 

showed in Ietting me into the privacy of their struggles and vulnerabilities. The words 

determination, resilience, courage, humour, and creativity are the heartfelt reminders 1 will 

always carry with me when I reflect on the strengths of the couples with whom 1 worked. 

1 have far exceeded the leamhg goals for the purpose of my practicurn. One of my 

Iearning goals was ro increase my knowledge of how the trauma of childhood semai abuse 

impacts on the couple relationship. After readiig through the literature 1 have been able to 

i n t ep t e  how sexual abuse impacts on a coupk relationship and the dynamics in that 

relationship. Understanding how attachent fkctors into this process and asking the 

questions: what is it people do to stay comected? what makes them feeI safe? what do they 

do when they are terriiiea-7 puts imo con- iiow coupies hiei"d.ci au4 &Z -üiid,rij2kig 
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emotions. 1 have increased my understanding of the ways that ciients respond in 

relationships because of past muma and how to create new experiences. Witnessing this in 

session has been an "a - ha'kxperience for me. 

Another one of my goals was to devehp rny assessrnent and ciinical skills in 

working with coupIes where one partner bas experienced childhood sexud abuse. in my 

work with couples, 1 was reluctant to directly talk about the impact of sexual abuse for fear 

of M e r  pathologising the female partner. After this practicum I know that this cm be 

done by assessing the impact of chiidhood experiences for both partners. This can provide 

M e r  information into each person's interactionai stance. 

Part of my l e d g  goals was to increase rny understanding of the use of evaluation 

in chical practice. 1 found the use of the Dyadic Adjustment Scale relevant and non- 

intrusive. The fact that it is so easiIy administered was welcome relief fiom the amiety and 

tension in the Iirst session. In coupies therapy i wodd continue using the DAS for 

evaluation. 1 would concur with Trute, et al. (200 1) that the administration of the post DAS 

needs to ailow couples time to integrate what they have learned in couple therapy. 1 learned 

bat the client satisfaction survey was a valuable tool that captured the couples' subjective 

experiences. It was another source of information that added value to data collection. 

1 leamed that often the goal of couple work is not just to impnive the relationship 

but to be abIe help individuah to disconnect when their needs are not being met. Maybe it 

is because of traumatic bonding or the ambivdence peopIe experience about refationships 

that they find themselves in relationships that do not facilitate healing, Regardless, it is 

important to heip individuais assess Zriiis reiaiionskp is w i i t b g .  
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1 leamed that some couples are f d i a r  with marital distress and their fear of being 

alone was the bonding experience that kept them together. This was evident with Nadine 

and Don. Their scores reflect high Levels of martial distress but they remained together. 

With Rene and John, it took severai more destructive cycles before she was able to end the 

relationship. 

1 leamed the importance of assessrnent regarding compulsive coping behaviours. 1 

would include a questionnaire that specificdly asks pointed questions regardmg these 

behaviours. This could be to develop a couple protection plan regarding the use of these 

compulsive coping behaviours. [t wodd be helpfui to explore how each partner responds 

when the other uses a compulsive coping behaviour. This information could be integrated 

into the couple's interactional cycle. 

I l e m d  that some peopte cannot handle the responsibility of an intimate adult 

relationship. They prefer attachent objects to relationships, someone to feel close and 

safe with. Adult love is reciprocal and requires responsibility and cornmitment. It is often 

confused with the unconditional [ove that is characteristic of a caregiver and child 

relationship. 

Recommendations 

1 would recommend couptes therapy as part of the healing journey for people who 

have experîenced childhood s e d  abuse and axe in an intirnate relationship. A couples 

therapy program offered with individud counselling may expedite the healing process for 

-a:-+- mr - I n r u  Gmotrw+rL t ~ t h  th- FT rnmi~l thrit ~nnciq!y putlines the necessary 
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impact of childhood sexual abuse. Herman (1992) describes the impact of chiidhoad semial 

abuse as the violation of human connection. This b i t s  our coanection to self, our 

comection to intimate others, and our connection to community and society as a whole. 
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CONSENT FOR PARTICIPATION AND RECORDING OF COUPLE SESSIONS 

1 understand that the Couple Therapy sessions are being offered as part 

of Deborah Palmer's Mastem of Social Work degree. 

1 understand that 1 wül not be identified by name in the practicum 

report and that any identifying information wiü be modified to protect 

my confidentiaiity. 

1 give permission for the therapy sessions to be videotaped with the 

undentanding that the therapy session tapes may be viewed by a 

clinical supewisor. 

1 understand that the video tapes wüi be evaluated only for the 

therapists effectiveness and to assist in treatment planning. 

1 understand that the video tapes will be stored in a secure location a t  

The Laurel Centre and will be erased a t  the end of the couple therapy 

work 

Date: 



Appendix B 

In order to heIp improve the services we provide at the Laurel Centre, please answer the following 

questions. We are interested in your honest opinions, whether ttiey are positive or negative. 

PLEASE ANSWER ALL THF, QUESTIONS. Thank-you very much for the Ume you have taken 

in completing this survey. 

1. What was the mah resson for  coming for  therapy? 

2. How often did you f d  you got the kind of help you needed in therapy sessions? 

Circle one: a] always b) usuaiiy c) sometimes d) rarely 

Was the therapy helpful in prondiag ways for you to understand your problems better? 

Circle one: a) aiways b) usudy c) sometimes d) rarely 

Wbat has changed since you came for help? 

S. What has stayed the same? 
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6. What was most helpfd? 

7. Overall how helpful was the therapy experience? 

Circle one: a) helpful al1 the t h e  b) helpful most of the time c) helpful a little of 

the time d) not helpful at al1 

8. If you need help in the future would you come back to Te Laurel Centre? 

Yes - No 

Piease explain? 

9. Ifyou could change one thiag about your therapy experience, what would it be? 




